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Austrofundulus limnaeus is a species of annual killifish which inhabits ephemeral 

ponds in South America. The species is able to survive seasonally desiccating ponds due 

to their ability to produce robust embryos. The embryos of this species are capable of 

entering a developmental arrest, termed diapause II, which precedes the onset of 

drought. While in this arrested state embryos exhibit the greatest tolerance to anoxia of 

any characterized vertebrate at 25ºC. Furthermore, when raised at 30ºC, embryos escape 

the entrance to diapause II and go on to develop directly. Currently, little is known about 

the molecular mechanisms which induce and maintain this developmentally arrested 

state. In this study I have developed methods to analyze changes in histone modifications 

in the context of diapause II. Histone modifications were chosen due to their extreme 

conservation and well characterized role as modulators of gene expression in other 

systems. Results utilizing adapted immunobased assays show significant changes in the 

global amount of H3S10P, H3K27me and H3K4me, as the embryos progress from early 

embryogenesis through the exit of diapause. Additionally, it is revealed that there exists 

a degree of phenotypic plasticity with regards to the entrance into diapause II which is 

modulated by the environment (severe hypoxia 0.1% O2). This work builds a foundation 

for future histone modification studies and contributes the development of several tools 

to the field. This study contributes to a greater molecular understanding of the cue(s) 

which influence the remarkable phenomenon of obligate developmental arrest in a 

vertebrate embryo. 
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CHAPTER 1 AUSTROFUNDULUS  LIMNAEUS AND DEVELOPMENTAL ARREST 

Life History of Austrofundulus limnaeus

Austrofundulus limnaeus is a freshwater killifish that is endemic to the Maracaibo

basin in Venezuela. In their native habitat, adult A. limnaeus and juveniles spawn during

periods of inundation, when their ephemeral ponds are filled with rainwater (Hrbek et al.

2005). It is during these limited periods of inundation that A. limnaeus must complete its

life cycle. During spawning demersal embryos are embedded into the sediment where

they persist. Some embryos, depending on current environmental conditions, may enter

into reversible states of developmental arrest. It is these arrested embryos that remain

viable in the event that the temporary body of water evaporates. While embedded in the

now dry sediment, a hypometabolic state, combined with chorionic adaptions which

prevent water loss to the environment (Podrabsky et al. 2001), allow embryos to persist

until the next inundation. When embryo development is punctuated by a period of

drought embryos in an arrested state will remain viable until inundation returns, while

adults and juveniles die out (Wourms 1972a). Upon the return of favorable conditions,

embryos resume development and the life cycle begins again.

Central to its survival in temporary bodies of water, A. limnaeus has evolved a

reproductive adaptation known as annualism (Murphy et al. 1997). Annualism refers to

the capacity of embryos to enter into multiple states of arrested development termed

diapause. Concomitant with arrest, A. limnaeus also experiences dramatic metabolic

depressions which contributes to its survival in hypoxic environments (Podrabsky et al.

2000). For A. limnaeus there are three distinct stages of arrested development (see
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below) each with their own unique characteristics. Aside from the capacity to diapause 

annual killifish also can be distinguished from other non-annual fish, such as 

mummichog Fundulus heteroclius or the Japanese Rice Fish Oryzias latipes, by the 

way in which early development is punctuated. Annual killifish undergo a period of 

blastomere dispersion and reaggregation in between cleavage and embryogenesis  

(Wourms 1972a). The morphogenic rearrangements involved in non-annual killifish 

early development exhibit no such behavior. 

A. limnaeus’ Three Stages of Diapause 

A. limnaeus is capable of three distinct stages of diapause which permit survival 

through otherwise lethal situations until favorable environmental conditions return. 

Diapause I is regarded as an inducible and quiescent state which occurs as a response 

to environmental insult such as anoxia (Wourms 1972c) . The window of activation for 

diapause I is approximate and may occur just after epiboly at around 4 dpf (days post-

fertilization) (Podrabsky et al. 2012). Diapause I is not heavily studied in A. limnaeus so 

limited information exists. 

Diapause II is the most dramatic hypometabolic state that A. limnaeus is capable 

of and coincides with the arrest of embryonic development. Arrest occurs at 

approximately 24-26 dpf after the formation of a beating heart, optic cups, foundation of 

a central nervous system and 38-42 pairs of somites (Meller et al. 2012). The arrest has 

the potential to last upwards of 200+ days at 25ºC but can be interrupted by exposing 

embryos to a combination of increased photoperiods and 30ºC temperature (Podrabsky 



et al. 1999). DII is characterized by both morphological factors as well as several 

indicators of metabolism such as O2 consumption and heat dissipation. As embryo enter 

diapause II their oxygen consumption decreases 70% relative to their 8 dpf  O2 

consumption. Heat dissipation decreases by 67% relative to its peak at 8 dpf 

(Podrabsky et al. 1999).  O2 consumption, but not heat dissipation, continues to decline 

even after entrance to diapause II. At 70 dpf embryos have decreased levels of oxygen 

consumption by 90% relative to 8 dpf. Furthermore, 36% of this overall metabolic 

depression can be directly attributed to a marked suppression of energy consuming 

processes related to protein synthesis, which occurs as the animals approach diapause 

II (Podrabsky et al. 2000). Although a cessation of protein production may seem 

counterintuitive in a system that is able to survive environmental insults such as anoxia 

or desiccation, there is a growing body of evidence that supports protein synthesis 

depression as being a common trait in hypometabolic-capable animals (Podrabsky et al. 

1999)(Storey et al. 2007)(Hochachka et al. 2002). The mechanisms inducing and 

regulating DII and how various stages of DII differ at a molecular level are not well 

understood. 

Diapause III, which is characteristically similar to estivation, occurs only after the 

embryos are fully developed and have consumed nearly all of the their yolk stores 

(Podrabsky et al. 1999). While DIII embryos do experience metabolic depression, it is 

not as severe when compared to diapause II as measured by  O2 consumption and heat 

dissipation (Podrabsky et al. 1999). DIII dormancy is easily disrupted and embryos may 

hatch out as a result of changes in light-dark cycle or temperature. In a lab setting DIII 
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embryos may spontaneously hatch when exposed to as little as 10 minutes of light and 

gentle agitation (personal observation). 

In their native environment of Venezuela, A. limnaeus’ odds of survival is 

enhanced by opportunities for the embryos of A. limnaeus to enter distinct stages of 

diapause. This adaptation, also found in other annual killifish, increases the likelihood of 

surviving to create a subsequent generation (Furness et al. 2015). The biological 

changes associated with diapause allow the embryos to be shielded from environmental 

insult throughout embryonic development. Interestingly, in addition to multiple diapause 

states A. limnaeus is also capable of yet another survival enhancing trait; the ability to 

enter an alternative developmental trajectory which bypasses diapause II. When 

embryos enter an “escape” trajectory they develop directly to free-swimming larval 

stage without developmental arrest. Several environmental factors modulate entry into 

this alternative trajectory; which will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 6. 

Anoxia Sensitivity 

For the cells of most vertebrate organisms to function normally they must meet 

their required levels of oxygen. When the amount of oxygen available for cellular 

respiration falls below the normoxic requirements to sustain normal metabolic rate, cells 

may begin to die. Cellular death in a hypoxic environment results from ATP levels being 

insufficient to sustain membrane potentials effectively which results in a loss of cellular 

compartmentalization. At a molecular level the failure to sequester metal ions within 

organellar compartments leads to unwanted catalytic activation of nucleases and 
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proteases. The uncontrolled activation of endogenous proteins ultimately results in the 

triggering of the apoptotic pathway or irreparable cellular damage (Milton et al. 2007) 

(Krumschnabel et al. 2009). Given the detrimental damage anoxia can inflict and the 

fluidity of the Earth’s environments, it is logical that traits which enhance survival of 

stressful environments, such as hypometabolism, would be selected for over time. 

Not all vertebrate species tolerate exposures to anoxia to the same degree even 

when at similar development stages. For anoxia-intolerant species, such as rat embryos 

(Rattus norvegicus) or rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss),  hypoxic experiences can 

be severely detrimental or fatal even when only exposed for hours at a time (Ujhazy et 

al. 2013) (Nilsson et al. 1993). For other organisms, such as the embryos of A. 

limnaeus, hypoxia exposure can last several weeks without embryo mortality 

(Podrabsky et al. 2007). So how do two vertebrates have completely different 

experiences when it comes to hypoxia? At a physiological level the answer may lie 

within metabolic depression. At a genetic level, the changes that must occur at a 

molecular level to support a hypometabolic state are only beginning to be revealed. 

Increased Survival of Environmental Stresses Through Hypometabolic 

States 

There are multiple hypometabolic states, such as estivation, torpor and 

hibernation, which are induced by environmental changes. These induced metabolic 

depressions often favor survival of the organism through difficult environmental 

conditions. However, there are other metabolic depressions that may be part of an 
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obligate developmental program, such as diapause or quiescence or even simply part of 

the natural aging process. 

Estivation is mostly associated with extended photoperiods accompanied by 

warmer, dry or summer climates and can last years. In contrast, hibernation occurs 

during colder seasons with shorter, darker days. There are multiple examples of 

animals utilizing these alternative life-stages to promote survival in difficult conditions. 

The larvae of the large white butterfly, Pieris brassicae, are able to enter these two 

distinct hypometabolic states, hibernation and estivation, dependent upon short or 

longer photoperiods (Spieth 2004). The adult African lungfish, Protopterus Aethiopicus, 

responds to drought conditions by forming a mucus cocoon around itself and entering a 

depressed hypometabolic state that is characterized as estivation (Delaney et al. 1974). 

The lungfish is able to survive without water or food intake for months to years due to 

the metabolic depression associated with this estivation state (Delaney et al. 1974). 

Quiescence is a state of dormancy that is often used to describe the status of the 

cell cycle. Vertebrate animals can have a normal and active metabolism while retaining 

small caches of quiescent cells. Such is the case with Homo sapiens who rely up on 

populations of quiescent progenitor, or satellite, cells for the regeneration of skeletal 

muscle (Sousa-Victor et al. 2014). There are however other situations wherein the 

entire organism may enter a quiescent state. In the embryos of zebrafish (Danio rerio), 

quiescence can also be induced by unfavorable environmental conditions. When the 

rapidly dividing blastomeres of D. rerio are experimentally exposed to anoxia, they 

respond with an arrest of the cell cycle at either G2 or S phase (Padilla et al. 2001). 
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Interestingly, embryos of A. limnaeus exposed to anoxia, which then arrest, do not 

exhibit changes in distribution of cell cycle and may arrest at either G1 or G2 

(Podrabsky 2012). This suggests that their cells are capable of arresting at in any gap 

phase. 

Diapause is a hypometabolic state that is associated with a cessation of early 

development. It may occur as part of an obligate developmental program and occurs 

across multiple species. In mammals such as roe deer and armadillos it may occur 

extremely early in development, prior to implantation in the uterine wall (Lopes et al. 

2004). Chameleon embryos (C. chameleon), an obligate diapause occurs during early 

development from the point of gastrulation to neurulation. Invertebrates such as the 

grasshopper, Melanoplus sanguinipes, also produces embryos which enter an obligate 

diapause at various stages in early development (Fielding 2006). Thus, hypometabolic 

states are dynamically used by a diverse assortment of organisms to promote survival. 

Given the benefits associated with an extremely hardy and arrested development it is 

not surprising to find that natural selection has resulted in its evolution multiple times 

across species. In one killifish family alone, Rivulidae, molecular phylogenetic analysis 

has revealed that diapause (annualism) may have independently evolved twice (Hrbek 

et al. 2014). 

In mammals, such as the 13-lined ground squirrel, the entrance of a 

hypometabolic state is associated with the addition of small ubiquitin-related modifiers 

(SUMO), to modify existing proteins during a descent in hibernation or torpor. 

SUMOylation of proteins or transcription factors is associated with a decrease in gene 
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expression. Modification of existing proteins during a hypometabolic trajectory is 

preferable to de novo protein synthesis, due to the energy cost associated with the 

latter. Currently the 13-lined ground squirrel is known to SUMOylate transcription factors 

in almost all of its organs, both a response to hypoxia as well as a concomitant change 

associated with the torpor phase of hibernation (Lee et al. 2007). In A. limnaeus levels 

of SUMO are similar in developing and arrested animals and are not altered in response 

to anoxic preconditioning. It may that constitutive levels of SUMO are already high and 

difficult to measure. It should be noted that SUMO levels by themselves cannot reveal 

which proteins are being SUMOylated, which may be important than overall levels of 

SUMO (Meller et al. 2013). 

A. limnaeus’ Embryonic Development 

Newly fertilized embryos of A. limnaeus go through a myriad of changes, 

morphological, metabolic and genetic, as they develop into free-swimming larvae. Hours 

after fertilization embryos are mostly transparent, approximately 1 mm diameter and 

featureless. Early developing embryos do not possess many distinct visual features  

save for lipid droplet bodies surrounded by the perivitillene space which makes up the 

clear separation between chorion and developing embryo. One hallmark of early killifish 

becomes evident at 4 days post-fertilization (4 dpf) after completion of epiboly; the 

complete dispersion and reaggregation of embryonic blastomeres (Wourms 1972b).  It 

is postulated that a dispersion and reaggregation event may provide in effect a buffering 

system against cell loss brought on by environmental stressors via preventing terminal 
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differentiation of cells (Meller et al. 2012). The dispersion is thought to promote an 

environment where embryonic cells have not been in physical contact with one another 

thus have not been induced into the beginning stages of terminal differentiation  

(Podrabsky 2012). Preventing of terminal differentiation may allow for a limitless supply 

of replacement cells via stem cells until the developmental window closes, in effect 

providing a window of development where the embryos are extremely hardy to extreme 

stresses. Development continues without morphologically distinct features until the 

appearance of the embryonic axis at 8 dpf. The first indication of a heartbeat is 

detectable at approximately 16 dpf and heart beats per minute (HBM) steadily increases 

to peak at approximately 19 days followed by steady decline towards 8 HBM at 32 dpf . 

As embryos approach diapause II, somitogenesis nears arrest at 38-40 pairs of somites. 

At 18 dpf, embryos appear dwarfed by their yolk and lipid droplet (Figure 1A). At 24 dpf 

(Figure 1B) embryos appear largely similar to 18 dpf embryos. Even at 32 dpf (Figure 

1C) embryos appear strikingly similar compared to their early diapause II cohorts. Late 

diapause II embryos at 54 dpf show strikingly similar features as all previous annotated 

stages of development (Figure 1D relative to A,B,C) despite elapsing 30 days of 

development. Aside from morphological changes, there are genetic changes in DNA 

and protein levels as well. Interestingly, levels of DNA increase while the levels of 
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protein decrease (Podrabsky et al. 2000). Embryos in diapause II at 24 dpf exhibit a 

93.5% reduction in their rate of protein synthesis relative to 8 dpf (Podrabsky et al. 

2000). 

Figure 1 Embryos of A. limnaeus imaged during development from 18 dpf pre DII up to 
9 days post diapause II (dpd). (A) 18 dpf pre DII embryo. (B) 24 dpf DII embryo. (C) 32 
dpf DII embryo D) 54 dpf DII embryo E) 4 days post diapause II embryo beginning to 
resemble pre-hatching larvae. Pigmented eyes, a beating heart and low amounts of 
blood can now be seen pulsing through the vasculature at a high rate. F) 9 days post 
diapause II embryo showing developed vasculature, melanophores and pigmented 
eyes. Anatomical abbreviations:  (v) vasculature (p) perivitillene space, (m) 
melanophores, (e) eyes, (y) yolk, (l) lipid. Scalebar = 500 µm 
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Aerobic and Anaerobic Capacity Differences in Escape Embryos 

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and citrate synthase (CS) are indicators of 

anaerobic and aerobic metabolism, respectively. Currently, the data show that embryos 

which develop along different trajectories possess different capacities for either aerobic 

or anaerobic metabolism. Embryos which will enter DII are more metabolically suited for 

anaerobic metabolism due to decreased levels of CS capacity (Chennault et al. 2010). 

Interestingly, when compared to bypass embryos at 25ºC, post-DII animals have higher 

capacity than those which will bypass at 25ºC. When compared to embryos at 30ºC, 

post-DII embryos have roughly equivalent capacities for LDH or CS (Chennault et al. 

2010). Thus, it seems that embryos that bypass DII when raised at 25ºC are in a sense 

the least fit for survival, given that they possess a lower capacity for aerobic or 

anaerobic metabolism. It should be noted however, that there may be positive tradeoffs 

not readily apparent which are gained by having lower LDH/CS capacities. Alternatively, 

lowered LDH/CS capacity may be a requirement for embryos to bypass DII completely.  

Hormonal influences of A. limnaeus Adults and Embryos on Diapause II 

A hormone level analysis sought to determine whether levels of andrenestedione 

(A4), estrogen (E2), progesterone (P) and testosterone (T) played a role in diapause 

induction or bypass (Pri-Tal et al. 2011). The findings report that from reproductive 

onset to senescence, females of A. limnaeus transition through a statistically significant 

decline in estrogen (E2) in both ovarian tissue and plasma by 59% and 73% 

respectively. Furthermore, high levels of A4, which aromatase converts to sex 
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hormones, correlate with a decrease of 8% in the production of escape embryos. The 

temperature transfer data combined with quantitative hormonal analysis shows a 

positive correlation for the ratios of E2:T with increased production of escape embryos. 

Comparative quantification of E2 and A4 levels show that levels of E2 drop 

significantly when embryos are incubated at 30ºC. The peak level of E2 divergence is 

greatest when embryos possess between 1 and 13 somite pairs (Figure 2). The 

developmental window when embryos possess 5-10 somite pairs also coincides with 

the period when embryos are most inclined to bypass diapause with increase of 

incubation temperature (Podrabsky et al. 2010) 

An analysis of hormone levels of embryos on different development trajectories 

shows that there are differences in levels of hormones between trajectories and the 

effects of exogenous hormone on bypass tendency. Embryos incubated at 30ºC show a 

significant drop in the level of E2 and A4 from their 25ºC cohorts, although only the 

former is statistically significant and not the latter (Figure 2). Additionally, published data 

show that when 25ºC embryos are incubated in 5 ug/ml exogenous E2, the majority of 

embryos develop along a bypass trajectory (Pri-Tal et al. 2011). Interestingly, post E2 

incubation quantification of embryonic E2 levels reveal only a modest increase 

suggesting that the majority of E2 is bound by the chorion. In addition, incubation of 

embryos in E2 results in a significant increase of tissue level A4. It is therefore likely the 

exogenous E2 incubation alters the amount of the sex hormone-precursor, A4, which is 

then affecting upstream hormone metabolism and possibly some unknown pathway 

which may regulate diapause II (Pri-Tal et al. 2011). 
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 Embryos of A. limnaeus Exhibit Extreme Anoxia Tolerance 

The embryos of A. limnaeus exhibit remarkable survivability when exposed to 

anoxia. The general pattern is such that anoxia tolerance begins at around 4 dpf and 

steadily increases until it peaks around 32 dpf (Podrabsky et al. 2007). Interestingly, 

even after diapause II ends and normal development resumes, the level of hypoxia 

tolerance is equal to diapause II embryos for a period of 4 days (Figure 3). Diapause II 

embryos that are exposed to approximately 30 days of continuous anoxia can survive 

Figure 2 (A) Embryos incubated at 30ºC enter the escape trajectory and have a 
statistically significantly lower level of 17b-estradiol than diapause trajectory embryos 
at the 5-10 somite pairs developmental window. (B) A concomitant drop in in A4 can 
also be seen for the same developmental window in escape trajectory embryos (Pri-Tal 
et al. 2011). 
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exposure and resume normal development post-anoxia. However, the upper limit of 

anoxia survival appears to be 60 days as embryos will survive anoxic conditions but fai l 

to recover and die when re-exposed to normoxic conditions. Embryos younger than 24 

dpf (onset of DII) are able to survive anoxia likely due to their inclination to enter cellular 

quiescence (Podrabsky et al. 2007). 

Metabolomic Insights into Anoxia Tolerance

The metabolome consists of the substrates, intermediates and products of 

metabolic pathways. These metabolites can exist either in the organism’s cells or are 

part of the organism’s environment which represent the endometabolome and 

exometabolome respectively. When investigating the metabolome of an organism the 

Figure 3 LT50 of embryos at varying developmental time points. LT50 increases 
sharply from 4 dpf to it maxima at 32 dpf and does not decline until 4 dpd (Podrabsky 
et al. 2007). 
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two approaches commonly used are target profiling which involves detection of a small 

number of pre-determined metabolites or metabolite profiling which seeks to detect a 

large number of any present metabolites (Nielsen et al. 2010). Metabolomic techniques 

have been used to detect the presence of harmful metabolites, such as mycotoxins or 

pesticide residues, in food to certify that they are safe for consumption (Hayward et al. 

2011) (Trucksess et al. 2006). Another example of metabolomics in practice is the use 

of spectrometry to identify the presence of targeted metabolites, such as the 

carcinogenic and mycotoxic Ochratoxin A in wine grapes (Visconti et al. 2008). 

 While the mechanistic foundation that supports A. limnaeus’ extreme anoxia 

tolerance has yet to be fully elucidated, (Podrabsky et al. 2007) has made significant 

inroads by applying metabolomics. It would appear that the embryos of A. limnaeus, 

even in an aerobic environment, develop a biochemical posture that would promote 

survival in anoxia. Gamma-aminobutyrate (GABA) is a ubiquitous inhibitory 

neurotransmitter, thus affording protection from neuroexcitotoxicity, and is well 

characterized in vertebrate models. GABA is synthesized from the excitatory 

neurotransmitter glutamate or glutamine and is degraded into succinate. As the 

embryos develop in aerobic conditions, stores of GABA precursors increase linearly. 

The stores have the potential to be synthesized into neuroprotectant GABA and 

simultaneously remove stores of the excitatory neurotransmitter, glutamate. Levels of 

GABA are shown to increase in response to anoxia but only in embryos which display 

anoxia tolerance (4 dpf through 4 dpd). It should be noted that GABA is not normally 

found in embryos under normoxic conditions (Podrabsky et al. 2007). 
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During anoxia organisms lose the capacity to utilize fat as a fuel source (Jackson 

et al. 2010) (Hand et al. 2011). Anoxia tolerant organisms, such as turtles, frogs and fish 

can utilize free glucose or glycogen for anaerobic glycolysis (Jackson et al. 2010). 

Embryos of A. limnaeus do not possess extraordinary levels of glycogen, which can be 

used to fuel anaerobic metabolism during anoxia. In fact, when compared to other 

species of similar size such as trout embryos, the amount of glycogen is actually less 

(Jackson et al. 2010). Thus, it would seem that extraordinarily large glycogen stores 

cannot explain the anoxia tolerance of A. limnaeus. 

Despite the extreme tolerance of A. limnaeus, similar to other anoxia tolerant 

organisms they also have their limits. It would appear that one contributing factor to the 

mortality of the embryos of A. limnaeus in anoxia is metabolic end product buildup such 

as lactic acid. There is a strong negative correlation between the amount of lactic acid 

produced during anoxia and survival, thus underscoring the importance of energy 

homeostasis in survival (Podrabsky et al. 2007). While lactic acid may not be the only 

factor contributing to mortality, it does underline the importance of limiting metabolically 

intense activities such as gene expression and de novo protein synthesis. 

Constitutive Expression of Heat Shock Protein 70 Prepares A. limnaeus for 

Environmental Challenges 

Heat shock proteins are highly conserved cellular chaperones that become 

mobilized during times of cellular stress to ensure proper protein folding (Mayer et al. 

2005). In rat intestinal cells, HSP70 confers an increased tolerance to hypoxic 
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conditions (Yuan et al. 2010). In the crucian carp, HSP70 seems to play a role in the 

early stages of anoxic acclimation (Stensløkken et al. 2010). In embryos of A. limnaeus, 

a gradual and constitutive expression of the cellular chaperone, Heat-shock Protein 70 

(Podrabsky et al. 2007), may prepare the embryos for cellular stresses even in its 

absence. Furthermore, in response to exposure at 35ºC embryos of A. limnaeus 

express an isoform of HSP70 which is not constitutively expressed. When compared to 

other teleosts and mammals A. limnaeus is unique in its constitutive expression of 

HSP70 even in the absence of cellular stressors. When levels of embryonic HSP70 are 

normalized to levels of DNA, peak levels of HSP70 are highest in 4 dpf embryos with 

the level decreasing to a peak low at 12 dpf and then gradually rising as the embryo 

approaches DII. Thus, in addition to a hypometabolic state, it appears that embryos of 

A. limnaeus may acquire additional constitutive protection at a genetic level from the 

expression of HSP70, especially in early development when levels peak at 4 dpf. 

Research Focus 

A. limnaeus provides a unique opportunity to study a vertebrate arrest even in 

the absence of an environmental stress. Depending upon multiple factors the arrest is 

largely endogenously controlled but manipulation of environmental factors may alter 

this. The capacity to enter into a reversible arrest is not fully understood at the 

molecular and genetic level. My hypothesis is that embryos of A. limnaeus will possess 

histone modifications which may serve as biomarkers for developmental state and 

inform on the general chromatin state. My aim is to integrate our enhanced 

understanding from the perspective of histone modifications to elucidate any regulatory 
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mechanisms involved in the regulatory mechanisms which regulate entrance into or 

maintenance of diapause II. Furthermore, given the consequence of environmental on 

developmental trajectory, additional details regarding environmental perturbation may 

inform on how and when the cues for trajectory determination are decided.  My research 

focus was manifold: 

1. Develop methods to better analyze cellular changes associated with diapause II

(Chapter 2). 

2. Develop cellular markers for diapause II arrest (Chapter 3).

3. Explore diapause II in the context of chromatin changes (histone modifications) which

are known to be relevant to gene function in diapause II embryos 

(Chapter 4). 

4. Examine how the environment and impact the process of DII arrest or escape from

DII (Chapter 5). 

CHAPTER 2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Adult Fish Husbandry 

Adult A. limnaeus were initially provided by Dr. Jason Podrabsky to establish our 

stocks. A. limnaeus embryo and adult husbandry was similar to as described 

(Podrabsky 1999). Adults were maintained as spawning pairs in a recirculating rack. 

Water parameters are maintained to have a salinity of 1 ppt, pH of 6.5 and temperature 

of 26ºC. The lighting cycle is on a programmed timer set to deliver 14 hours of light and 

10 hours of darkness. Water is continuously changed at a rate of 4 liters per hour. Each 
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mating pair is housed in a 6-liter tank that is divided into halves preventing males and 

females from constant direct contact. Animals are fed Hikari frozen blood worms once a 

day normally and twice on days just prior to spawning. Embryo collections occurred 

twice weekly and were induced by the introduction of spawning medium in the form of 

approximately 300 ml of glass beads in a small plastic container. Each collection lasts 

between 2-3 hours and embryos are pooled into a single collection dish. 

Embryo Collection and Husbandry 

Embryos were collected twice weekly from 16-24 pairs of spawning of adults 

ranging from 6 months to 2 years of age. The collected embryos were immediately 

rinsed several times with approximately 500 ml of diH2O; dead embryos were discarded. 

Living embryos are transferred at a density of 40 embryos per petri dish in diH2O 

supplemented with salts that mimic their natural environment as described previously 

(Podrabsky et al. 1999). At 4 dpf embryos are incubated in 0.03% hypochlorite for 5 

minutes, rinsed with diH2O, and stored at 25ºC in supplemented diH2O with 10 mg 

gentamicin and HEPES. Petri dishes are checked semi-weekly and dead embryos are 

removed immediately. 

Post-DII Embryo Methods 

For experiments requiring post-DII analysis (see chapters 4 and 5) diapause II 

embryos of 24-32 dpf were incubated in a 30ºC incubator with an internal light source 

set to a cycle of L14:D10; within 2-3 days nearly all embryos were observed to have 

exited DII. Embryos were examined to ensure uniform developmental stage 
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corresponding to 2-4 dpd (days post diapause) and outliers of extreme development or 

underdevelopment were removed. 

Fixation and Microscopy 

Embryos of the specified developmental stage (18-36 dpf, DII) were collected, 

washed in 0.03% hypochlorite for 5 minutes and then rinsed twice in PBS. All media is 

removed with pipette and submerged in 4% paraformaldehyde (Thermo Fisher 28906), 

a 26-gauge needle is then used to puncture the chorion and embryos are gently 

agitated with a pipette tip to allow perivitelline fluid to exchange with fixative. Embryos 

are incubated in the fixative for 20 minutes at room temperature. The fixative is removed 

and washed three times with 20 ml of PBS and then placed in a PBS Block solution 

(PBS, 5% BSA and 0.25% Triton X-100). Using a stereomicroscope, the embryos were 

dechorionated while submerged in blocking solution and incubated in the PBS Block 

solution for 45 minutes at room temperature. The embryos were transferred to a 

microcentrifuge tube containing the specified primary antibody (anti-H3S10P Millipore 

06-570; anti-H3K27me2 Abcam 24684; anti-H3K27me3 Abcam 6002); diluted in PBS 

Block solution at a 1:200 concentration) and incubated overnight at 4ºC. After antibody 

incubation, embryos were washed three times with PBS Block and the specified 

secondary antibody was added (anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 A-11034 or anti-rabbit 

Alexa Fluor 568 A-11011; 1:1000 dilution) for a 35-minute incubation. After 35 minutes 

Hoechst 33342 (Sigma Aldrich, 861405) was added to 2 µg/ml working solution and 

embryos were incubated for 10 minutes. Embryos were then placed, using a pipette, in 

3 ml of PBS Block and rinsed by gently swirling the media. Embryos were placed in a 
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final rinse solution of 1 ml PBS before being transferred to a Superfrost glass 

microscope slides. VectorLabs Vectashield mounting medium (#H-1400) or Life 

Technologies Prolong Gold (#P36930) is added directly to the tissue before covering the 

embryo with a glass cover slip. Embryos were imaged using an epifluorescent Zeiss 

Axioskope II. For all microscopy analysis the tail region of the embryo was imaged due 

to the decreased thickness of the sample and ability to distinguish nuclei. 

Acid Extraction of Histones 

To analyze the posttranslational modifications of histones a protocol was 

developed from two protocols (Shechter et al. 2007) (Nardelli et al. 2013). Embryos of 

the specified developmental stage (18-36 dpf, DII) were collected and rinsed in 0.03% 

hypochlorite for five minutes to remove external chorionic debris and microorganisms, 

and then rinsed once with diH2O. The embryos were placed in a 50 ml conical tube 

containing 10 ml of 2% (v/v) Tween-20 and briefly vortexed for 5 seconds. The Tween-

20 solution was removed using pipette and embryos were rinsed four times with 50 mL 

diH2O. Embryos were transferred to a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube placed on ice and 

excess water was pipetted off. Lysis buffer (0.25 M sucrose, 1 mM EDTA, 3 mM CaCl2, 

0.05% saponin, 0.01 M TrisHCl pH 7.4, Thermo Fisher Protease Inhibitor (Fisher, 

88666), 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM sodium fluoride, and 5 mM sodium butyrate) 

was added to the embryos and homogenized, while kept on ice, with a plastic pestle to 

release the contents of chorions. The supernatant was collected into a new 1.5 ml 

centrifuge tube. Embryos were subjected to four repeats of a brief centrifugation and 

supernatant collection to maximize the amount of lysate obtained. The supernatant was 
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centrifuged at approximately 4,000 X G for 10 minutes at 4ºC to pellet the nuclei. The 

supernatant was removed and the pellet was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. The frozen 

pellet was resuspended in 0.4N HCl and then allowed to rock at 4ºC overnight to fully 

solubilize histone proteins. Following overnight extraction the lysate was spun at 16,000 

X g for 10 minutes at 4ºC to remove debris. The supernatant was transferred to 8 ml of 

pre-chilled acetone and stored at -20ºC overnight to precipitate the histones. Following 

precipitation the histones were pelleted with centrifugation at 3,200 X g for 10 minutes 

at 4ºC.  Acetone was removed and the pellet was allowed to dry completely at -20ºC 

overnight. The dry pelleted histones were resuspended in sterile resuspension buffer 

(ddH2O with Trizma base and Tris HCl at pH 8.0) and stored at -80ºC until analyzed as 

described below. 

Determining Optimal Range for Microplate Loading 

To determine the lower limit of detection for acid extracted histone samples, a 2X 

serial dilution ELISA assay was setup using 16 dpf samples. 5ul of sample and 70 µl 

coating buffer were combined and pipetted to sample row 1 giving a starting dilution of 

15X. After mixing with pipette tip five times 25 µl of that sample was moved over to the 

second column same row to create a 2X dilution for a 30X dilution total. The process 

was repeated for the entire sample row 1 to give a final dilution of 30720X in sample 

row 1 column 12. Sample row 2 was loaded with a 3X starting dilution using 25 µl of 

sample mixed with 50 µl coating buffer. Serial dilution for this row was completed 

identically to sample row 1. After overnight incubation at 4ºC plates were then blocked 

with casein sodium salt for one hour at room temperature (Sigma Aldrich C8654), 
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washed 4 times with wash solution, and then incubated with anti-histone H3 (1:1000 

dilution or to equal 0.01 µg/mL) overnight at 4ºC. Plates were washed once again 4 

times with wash solution, incubated with Thermo Fisher Scientific, 32430 anti-mouse 

antibody for one hour at RT. Plates were washed 4 times and immediately developed 

with  Thermo Fisher Femto Super Signal (37075). 

ELISA Assay 

The acid extracted histones and whole embryo lysate samples, isolated as 

described above, were diluted to 30X with 100 mM coating buffer (0.2M Na2CO3, 0.2 M 

NaHCO, pH 9.6) and loaded into 96-well plates in triplicate with each sample row being 

loaded in duplicate. A row of wells was also loaded with coating buffer to assess 

background luminescence values. Plates were washed 4 times with wash solution (PBS 

supplemented with 0.05% Tween-20). Plates were then blocked with casein sodium salt 

for one hour at room temperature (Sigma Aldrich C8654), washed 4 times with wash 

solution, and then incubated with the specified primary antibodies (1:1000 dilution or to 

equal .01 µg/mL) overnight at 4ºC. Histone plates were loaded such that for every 

antibody of interest an equal number of wells with histone extract was probed with anti-

histone H3 as a control. The whole embryo lysate ELISA plates were loaded at the 

same time as the Millipore Direct Detect protein quantification cards were processed 

(see below) and used as a loading control. Antibodies used for analysis include anti -

H3K27me1, 2 or 3 (Active Motif 39298, 39142, and 39156, respectively), anti-H3K4me1, 

2 or 3 (Active Motif 39378, 61435 and 39159, respectively), anti-histone H3 (Abcam 

ab1791), anti-HSP70 (ab5442) and anti-RNA Pol II (ab5408). Following primary 
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antibody incubation the plates were washed 4 times with wash solution and incubated 

with anti-mouse and anti-rabbit secondary antibodies (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 32430 

and 32460, respectively) for one hour at room temperature. Plates were washed again 

four times with wash solution and immediately developed with Thermo Fisher Femto 

Super Signal (37075). Total luminescence (all wavelengths) was detected in a Biotek 

Synergy H4. 

Analysis of ELISA Data 

The average of background signal was subtracted from all sample wells to 

produce the background-subtracted values. The signal value of wells probed for 

modified histone was divided by the value of the anti-histone H3 signal to produce a 

normalized luminescence value. The relative PTM units was determined by calculating 

the ratio of post-translation modification (PTM) signal divided by the total histone H3 

signal (Mosesson et al. 2014) (Dai et al. 2013) (Dai et al. 2011). For quantification of 

RNA Pol II and HSP70 total luminescence values was divided by total protein levels for 

respective samples as detected on a Millipore Direct Detect system. 

Western Blot Analysis 

Acid extracted histones, Life Technologies Spectra Low Range ladder (26628) 

and a recombinant histone H3 protein (Active Motif, C110A) were loaded into a 20% 

polyacrylamide gel and electrophoresed for 2.5 hours at 100V. Histones were 

transferred to Bio-Rad 0.22 µm nitrocellulose membranes (162-0212) in CAPS buffer 
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(0.84 g NaHCO3, 0.318 g NaCO3, 200 ml methanol, 0.05 g SDS) at 24V overnight. 

Membranes were blocked in casein (Sigma-Aldrich, C7594) for 1 hour at room 

temperature, probed with anti-histone H3 antibody (Abcam, ab1791) for 1 hour at room 

temperature. Blots were washed three times with PBS-T for 10 minutes each at room 

temperature on a rocker. Blots were probed with secondary HRP-conjugated antibody 

(Thermo Fisher 32430) for 1 hour at room temperature and washed 5 times for 5 

minutes at room temperature prior to developing. To precipitate HRP reaction 5 ml of 

Thermo Fisher 1-Step Ultra TMB (37574) was poured directly onto membranes and 

bands were allowed to develop for approximately 3 minutes. Membranes were imaged 

in UVP Imaging Systems to determine band size. 

Extraction of Whole Embryo Lysate 

For analysis of proteins from whole embryonic lysate, embryos of the specified 

developmental stage (18-36 dpf, DII) were rinsed in 0.03% hypochlorite for five minutes 

and rinsed four times with 50 ml of diH2O. Approximately 100 embryos were transferred 

into a 1.5 ml centrifuge tube, excess water was pipetted out, and 200 µl of lysis buffer 

(Thermo Fisher Protease Inhibitor #88666, 1 mM PMSF, 100 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 2 mM 

Na3VO4, 100 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 1 mM EGTA, 

0.1% SDS, 1 mM NaF, 0.5% deoxycholate and 20 mM Na4P2O7) was added. Embryo 

chorions were ruptured in lysis buffer with plastic pestle and the lysate was transferred 

to a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube. Embryo lysate was placed in a beaker of ethanol-

saturated ice and exposed three times to a 5 second sonicator burst at 50% power 

(Branson Model 150 Sonic Dismembrator). The lysate was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 
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8,000 X g to pellet remaining debris. The supernatant of this lysate was removed and 

stored at -80ºC until analyzed as described below. 

Temperature Shift and Severe Hypoxia Exposure 

Embryos at the specified developmental stage (7 dpf, 8 dpf, 11 dpf or 12 dpf) 

were placed in groups of 20 embryos per 20 ml of diH2O supplemented with 10 mg 

gentamicin and HEPES in 100 mm petri dishes. The addition of gentamicin and HEPES 

reduces embryo mortality as previously reported (Podrabsky 1999). The embryos were 

shifted back from 25ºC normoxia to either 30ºC normoxia or 30ºC severe hypoxia (0.1% 

O2) and maintained in the environment for eight days. Embryos were exposed to 

hypoxia using an Invivo2 200 hypoxia chamber workstation (Ruskinn) as previously 

described (Padilla et al. 2011). The embryos that were shifted to hypoxia were placed in 

embryo media that had been kept within the hypoxia chamber for five days prior to use 

to thus reduce the amount of diffused oxygen within the media. Throughout the 

temperature shift and hypoxia exposure experiment the embryos were kept in the dark. 

For each developmental time point and environmental exposure three independent 

experiments were conducted. 

Scoring of Embryos Developing, Arrested in DII or Escaped DII 

After eight days of exposure to 30ºC normoxia or 30ºC hypoxia (0.1% O2) 

embryos were shifted to 25ºC normoxia and examined daily for 15 days. Embryos were 

scored as developmentally progressing if the number of somite pairs was increasing 

relative to the previous day and if embryos did not exhibit a DII phenotype. An embryo 
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was scored as a DII arrest embryo if it did not developmentally progress from the 

previous day (in number of somites), had a significantly reduced heart rate, which was 

measured by counting under a light microscope, and lack of pigment. Embryos were 

scored as escape of DII arrest if they developmentally progressed, maintained a rapid 

heart rate and pigment developed. Embryos that died or escaped DII arrest were 

removed from the petri dish. The number of somite pairs was quantified for every 

embryo until the onset of DII arrest or escape from DII arrest. 

Methods Development 

A. limnaeus, relative to other model organisms such as C. elegans, D. 

melanogaster and D. rerio, is a relatively uncharacterized system; the methodologies to 

examine this system are still under development. As such, the Appendix contains 

details on methods that may have contributed to the development of other methods 

within chapter 2, but ultimately did not result in data suitable for publication. Additionally, 

methods that were promising but never completed due to miscellaneous limitations are 

also included. 

Statistical Analysis 

All data are expressed as mean ± standard error (SEM). Data sets were analyzed for 

Gaussian distribution using D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus normality test and Shapiro-Wilk 

normality test. If the normality test was not passed (α = 0.05, p > 0.05) then the data set was 

arcsine square root transformed prior to analysis by one-way ANOVA. A Holm-Sidak’s multiple 

comparison post-test was used to compare between groups. For the ELISA assay the relative 
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PTM unit (histone modification assays) or the total luminescent value relative to total protein 

(RNA Pol II, Hsp70) was the measurement variable and embryo stage (DPF) was the nominal 

variable. To analyze the number of mitotic nuclei were present in the animal relative to 

developmental stage one-way ANOVA followed by a Holm-Sidak’s multiple comparison test 

was conducted. P values reported are multiplicity adjusted values. For all data analysis and graph 

generation Prism 6.0 was used. 

List of Antibodies Used 

Table 1 List of antibodies used for all assays 

Application Antigen Vendor Catalog # 
Antibody 

Type 
Host 

ELISA H3K27me1 
Active 
Motif 39378 polyclonal rabbit 

ELISA H3K27me2 
Active 
Motif 61435 monoclonal mouse 

ELISA H3K27me3 
Active 
Motif 39156 polyclonal rabbit 

ELISA histone H3 Abcam ab1791 polyclonal rabbit 

ELISA H3K4me3 
Active 
Motif 39160 polyclonal rabbit 

ELISA H3K4me2 
Active 
Motif 39142 polyclonal rabbit 

ELISA H3K4me1 
Active 
Motif 39298 polyclonal rabbit 

ELISA HSP70 Abcam ab5442 monoclonal mouse 

ELISA RNA POL II Abcam ab5408 monoclonal mouse 

microscopy PhosSer10H3 Millipore 06-570 polyclonal rabbit 
microscopy H3k27Ac Abcam ab4729 polyclonal rabbit 
microscopy H3K27me2 Abcam ab24684 polyclonal rabbit 
microscopy H3K27me3 Abcam mAbcam 6002 monoclonal mouse 

microscopy H3K4me3 Abcam mAbcam 12209 monoclonal mouse 

microscopy H3K4me2/3 Abcam mAb6000 monoclonal mouse 
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CHAPTER 3 MICROSCOPY ANALYSIS1 

Introduction to Chromatin Structure and DNA Methylation 

The DNA in eukaryotic organisms is highly organized within the nucleus. DNA 

has canonically been described as having an appearance similar to a string of beads (Li 

1975) . The beads, as it were, are actually ~147 bp loops of DSDNA wrapped around an 

octamer of histone proteins; the DSDNA wrapped octamer is structure is referred to as 

a nucleosome (Figure 4) (Rothbart et al. 2014) . Histone octamers are comprised of 

multiple histone molecules: 2 H2A, 2 H2B, 2 H3 and 2 H4 proteins. Histone molecules 

have added complexity in the form of histone tail domains, which can be chemically 

modified, which extend from the histones within core particle (Jenuwein et al. 2001). At 

one time the histone core of nucleosomes were thought to be mere scaffolding to 

support DNA but recent work has shown that the interactions between histones and 

DNA will regulate gene expression activity (Mosammaparast et al. 2010). 

1 Parts of this chapter have been submitted for publication from Toni LS, Padilla PA.  Developmentally 
arrested Austrofundulus limnaeus embryos have changes in post-translational modifications of histone 
H3. The Journal of Experimental Biology. 
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Histone Modifications and Their Influence on Gene Expression and Chromatin Structure 

Originally termed by Dr. Conrad Waddington in 1942, regulatory related changes 

in gene expression that does not involve a change in genomic sequence, is technically 

defined as being “epigenetic” (Goldberg et al. 2007). The term epigenetics is often 

associated with transgenerational effects, this is due to the fact that epigenetic 

phenotypes are heritable (Probst et al. 2009), but for the purposes of my work let us use 

the technical term and focus on the immediate generation. The exact mechanistic 

details of how epigenetic modifications exert their influence is not fully understood in all 

systems but in general the data show that epigenetic modifications either promote or 

Figure 4 This graphical depiction illustrates the organization of eukaryotic DNA. 
Chromatin fibers are composed of repeating units of nucleosomes, which are 
comprised of DSDNA wrapped around histone octamers. Individual units of the 
nucleosome, histones, may be marked by post-translation modifications (PTM) (Rosa 
et al. 2013). 
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suppress interactions between transcriptional machinery and their targeted promoters 

thereby altering gene expression (Tan et al. 2011). There are currently multiple routes 

of epigenetic gene regulation (histone modifications, DNA methylation, ncRNAs) but the 

focus here will be on histone modifications. 

Histone modifications are a type of epigenetic mechanism that influences gene 

expression. Epigenetic effects are mediated via the addition of various chemical 

molecules, such as methyl, acetyl or phosphate groups, to specific sites within the N-

terminal tail of histones (Rothbart et al. 2014). Some modifications, such as methylation, 

can either be repressive or active, in regards to gene expression and appears to be site 

specific. In addition, the degree or amount of modification (mono-, di- or tri- methylation) 

also plays a regulatory role  (Mosammaparast et al. 2010). In contrast to the bimodal 

effects of methylation, acetylation is generally thought to be highly associated with 

positive gene expression via a weakening of the interactions between DNA double helix 

and histones. This decreased chromatin compaction in theory allows for increase of 

transcriptional machinery to recognize gene promoters (Mossman et al.  2011). Histone 

modifications and their ability to alter gene expression have been implicated in the 

regulation or rather dysregulation of human conditions such as cancer (Hadnagy et al. 

2008), obesity (Volkmar et al. 2012) and hypoxia-inducing sleep disorders such as 

apnea (Nanduri et al. 2012).  Given that histone modifications can control gene 

expression to such a degree that their dysregulation can contribute to human disease, a 

deeper understanding of their regulatory roles is a very active field in the life sciences. 
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Histone Modifications Regulating Gene Expression 

One example which clearly demonstrates the strong correlation between gene 

silencing and histone modifications is a study investigating the stepwise methylation of 

H3K9me in C. elegans (Towbin et al. 2012). In this comprehensive work, collaborating 

investigators employed a combination of nested phenotype screens, transgenic strain 

creation, selective knockdown of gene products via RNAi, LC-MRM mass spectrometry 

and immunohistochemical techniques to test their hypothesis regarding chromatin 

organization. Investigators revealed that a pair of histone methyl transferases, SET-25 

and MET-2, were responsible for the stepwise methylation of histone H3 Lysine 9 

(H3K9) of transgene arrays larvae. Additionally, the researchers determined that 

methylation of the H3K9 residue was the molecular signal required for the relocation 

and sustained anchoring of lamin-associated domains to the nuclear lamina. Chromatin 

anchored to the nuclear lamina, through mechanisms unknown, has been shown to be 

associated with gene silencing (Towbin et al. 2012). One conclusion of this work is that 

the histone modifications were responsible for the relocation of chromatin and 

subsequent gene silencing albeit not directly. 

Another example which illustrates the effect small epigenetic changes that may 

have on an organism can be found in a study by (Agger et al. 2009). JMJD3, a potent 

histone H3 Lysine 27 (H3K27me3) demethylase, associates with the locus of and 

suppresses the tumor suppressor gene P16INK4A. In response to oncogenic stress, 

JMJD3 induction results in demethylation of H3K27me3, allowing for P16 INK4A 

expression which leads to cellular senescence. When JMJD3 is experimentally knocked 
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down in mouse embryonic fibroblasts with shRNAs the P16INK4A locus remains 

repressed by the presence of H3K27me3 thus resulting in immortalization of the cells 

(Agger et al. 2009) in the face of oncogenic stress. H3K27me3’s ability to repress gene 

expression has serious implications for the cell when associated with the modulation of 

genes central to development and more specifically the arrest of the cell cycle. 

Characterization of Histone Modifications Can Reflect Cellular Potential 

In mouse cells ChIP-Seq data show that histone modifications, specifically 

trimethylation of histone H3 Lysine 4 (H3K4me3) a trimethylation of histone H3 Lysine 

27 (H3K27me3) may be found in relatively equal amounts until a cell proceeds towards 

terminal differentiation. Upon assessment of the terminally differentiated cells clear 

profiles develop which show high correlation of either H3K27me3 or H3K4me3. Thus, 

some histone modifications may serve as biomarkers which reflect the developmental 

poise of cells; as cells terminally differentiate, different suites of modifications reflect 

their state (Mikkelsen et al. 2007). In essence cell identity may be partially determined 

by the amounts and types of histone modifications it carries. This illustrates that 

developing cells possess dynamic epigenetic profiles as they proceed towards terminal 

differentiation. 

Developmental progression is well studied in a variety of animal models and 

involves the specification of cell types mediated through the expression or silencing of 

genes. How the chromatin landscape influences gene expression has been extensively 

studied in yeast and mammalian cells grown in culture but less is understood about 
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chromatin modifications relative to the developmental stages of vertebrate embryos 

(Bannister et al. 2011) (Kishi 2014) (Martinez-Sales et al. 2014). The post-translational 

modifications of histones have been mapped in mice embryos (VerMilyea et al. 2009) 

(Dahl et al. 2010), zebrafish Danio rerio (Havis et al. 2006) (Wardle et al. 2006) 

(Lindeman et al. 2010) and Xenopus tropicalis embryos (van Heeringen et al. 2014). 

Together these studies indicate that histone modifications are associated with 

developmentally regulated genes. The post-translational modification of histones is 

highly conserved and occurs at the N-terminal tail of histones to either repress (silent 

heterochromatin) or activate (active euchromatin) gene expression (Ho et al. 2014). 

Furthermore, which histone amino acid is modified (e.g. lysine 4 or lysine 27 of histone 

H3) or the degree of modification (e.g. mono-, di- or tri- methylation) can have different 

effects on the chromatin structure or function (Bannister et al. 2011).  Histone 

modifications can also induce chromosome condensation (e.g. serine 10 

phosphorylation of histone H3) and correlate with condensation of chromosome through 

mitosis (Shoemaker et al. 1978). Thus, histone modifications may directly affect the 

structure of chromatin. 

The remarkable phenomenon of an obligate developmental arrest in a vertebrate 

model is rare and the regulation of this arrest there remains currently unknown. In 

characterized model systems, such as C. elegans, gross morphological changes occur 

as the animal enters hypometabolic states such as dauer. Additionally, other data have 

shown that histone modifications play a critical role in gene silencing during C. elegans 

larval development (Towbin et al. 2012). In stem cells, histone modifications lie 
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differentially upon specific developmental loci, for example Sox2 or BMP4, and thus 

these regulatory elements and their modifications define their cell state (Spivakov et al. 

2007) (Bay et al. 2015). Thus, by characterizing chromatin we hope to understand 

further what molecular components with regards to histone modifications influence 

diapause II. To analyze these changes the aim was to use microscopy to focus on 

highly conserved histone modifications, which are known to modulate gene expression, 

While the role of all histone modifications has not be fully elucidated it is known that 

some modifications are more closely associated with active expression, such as H3K4 

methylation, while others are associated with decreased gene expression such as 

H3K27 methylation. Qualitatively measuring an increase in H3K27me may give indirect 

indications that gene expression has decreased in the context of the whole embryo. 

With microscopy it is also possible to observe where within the cell histone 

modifications may occur (localization). 

Results 

The Number of Mitotic Nuclei are Reduced in Diapause II Embryos 

Arrested DII embryos, of different post-fertilization time points, are anatomically 

very similar to one another and to preDII (18 dpf) embryos (Figure 1). However, postDII 

embryos develop and differentiate, as seen by the presence of pigmentation, vascular 

tissue and other developmental changes (Figure 1e,f). Here we investigate the changes 

in chromatin of preDII and arrested DII embryos. Previously, others used flow cytometry 

analysis to show that most blastomeres of DII animals are in the G1/G0 stage of the cell 
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cycle (Podrabsky and Culpepper 2012). To examine cell division relative to the onset of 

DII, embryos at various stages of preDII and DII were examined for the presence of 

mitotic nuclei using an antibody that detects the phosphorylation of serine 10 on histone 

H3. The phosphorylation of serine 10 of histone H3 is a marker for mitotic nuclei in a 

wide variety of eukaryotic organisms from yeast to human cells (Shoemaker et al. 

1978) (Prigent et al. 2003). The number of mitotic blastomeres was highest in young 

embryos (preDII, 18 dpf) and subsequently decreased as the preDII embryos 

approached DII (20, 22 dpf) (Figure 6). The embryos at the onset of DII (24, 26 dpf) 

contained mitotic nuclei but at a reduce number relative to the preDII embryos. The 

number of mitotic nuclei was significantly reduced to near zero in older DII embryos (30-

36 dpf) (Figure 6). These data indicate that cell division gradually decreases as the 

embryos approach DII and that the number of mitotic nuclei remains significantly 

reduced in older DII embryos. 

Signal Localization Differences H3K4 and H3K27 in preDII and DII Embryos 

The molecular mechanisms that signal the killifish embryo to arrest development 

and enter DII are unknown yet likely an endogenous cue. All blastomeres within the 

embryo could receive the DII arrest signal(s) as there is a coordinated arrest of 

development and differentiation throughout the embryo. In addition to developmental 

arrest, other cellular processes, such as chromatin modifications and gene expression, 

are likely to be modified in DII embryos relative to developing embryos. Here we used 

site-specific antibodies to discriminate between different post-translational modifications 

of histone H3 in preDII, DII and postDII embryos. The methylation of histone H3 at 
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lysine 27 (H3K27) is well studied and critical for the repression of developmental genes 

(Strahl et al. 2000)  (Kouzarides 2007) (Bannister et al. 2011) (Ho et al. 2014). When 

H3K27 is trimethylated (H3K27me3) it is often associated with the inactivation of gene 

promoters and is an epigenetic marker for inactive genes. The H3K27me2 modification 

is less studied but is thought to have a similar silencing effect on genes as H3K27me3; 

whereas, H3K27me1 is thought to positively affect gene expression (Ferrari et al. 2014). 

Here I stained preDII and DII embryos with antibodies that recognize either H3K27me3 

or H3K27me2. The nuclei, in preDII and DII embryos, were detected by anti-H3K27me3 

and the distribution of the chromatin appeared throughout the nucleus in both preDII 

and DII embryos (Figure 9). The distribution of chromatin detected by anti-H3K27me2 

differed between preDII and DII animals (Figure 8). In preDII embryos, H3K27me2 was 

distributed throughout the nuclei. However, in DII embryos the localization pattern of the 

chromatin detected by anti-H3K27me2 displayed an inner nuclear membrane 

localization pattern (Figure 8). The inner nuclear membrane localization of H3K27me2 

occurred in 44.3% percent of the DII embryos yet was not observed in the preDII 

embryos (p<0.05, 2-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test) (Figure 8). These data indicate 

that there are significant differences in chromatin modifications between preDII and DII 

embryos, that these chromatin differences may affect localization within the nucleus and 

that the localization pattern of the chromatin may vary between the animals that are in 

DII. H3K27me3 staining showed no such differences in signal localization between 

preDII and DII animals; the signal was uniform throughout the nucleus (Figure 9). As 

such there were no statistical differences (Figure 10). H3K27me2/3 (this antibody detects 

both me2 and me3) was also utilized to stain preDII and DII embryos and low levels of 
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differential staining was detected. In preDII embryos signal localization was observed in 

11% of preDII embryos (Figure 14) however, this was not statistically significant (Figure 

21). 

In general, acetylation of histone tails is thought to be associated with active 

gene expression (Verdone et al. 2005). This may be due to either decreased chromatin 

compaction mediated through recruitment of chromatin modifying enzymes or 

complexes (Verdone et al. 2005) (Goldberg et al. 2007). Here the signal localization of 

H3K27Ac was not different between embryos. There was neither an increase of signal 

intensity nor differential localization across samples between preDII and DII embryos 

(Figure 11). Additionally, there were no statistical differences (Figure 12). 

Overall microscopy was useful for elucidating changes in signal localization of 

some histone modification antibodies with significantly significant (H3K27me2, H3S10P) 

or not statistically significant H3K27me3) differences. In other cases there were no clear 

differences between preDII and DII embryos (H3K27Ac). Note: other antibodies were 

utilized as well (pan-cadherin, actin, nuclear pore). However, their role was more closely 

related to being positive controls (early in methods development) rather than being the 

focus of the assay. 
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Figure 5 The number of mitotic blastomeres decreases as embryos progress towards diapause II. 
Embryos were fixed and stained with anti-histone H3 serine 10 phosphate (H3S10P) to detect 
mitotic nuclei and Hoechst 33342 to stain DNA. The anterior tail region is shown for all images. 18 
dpf embryo represents a pre DII embryo, 24 dpf embryo represents an embryo in early DII, and 32 
dpf is a DII embryo. N=3 trials (≥6 embryos per trial per dpf). Scale bar = 50 µm.  
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Figure 6 The number of positive H3S10P cells was quantified in the tail region of embryos at 
various ages of preDII and DII. Data represents at least 18 embryos, N=3 trials (≥6 embryos per 
trial per dpf). Error bar indicates SEM. Each identical letter indicates embryo groups with no 
significant difference; different letters indicate a p value < 0.05. The p values were determined 
using one-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak post-test. 
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Figure 7 Montage representative of DII H3K27me2 staining. PreDII embryos stained with 
anti-H3K27me2 shows diffuse localization of signal within the nucleus (white arrow). DII 
embryos staining reveals signal localizing to the inner nuclear membrane (red arrow). 
Embryos were stained with anti-H3K27me2 (green) and Hoechst 33342 (blue). The 
anterior tail region is shown for all images. Two different magnifications are shown for each 
embryo. Scale bars = 50 µm. N=3 trials (≥6 embryos per trial per dpf). 

Figure 8 Quantification of instances anti-H3K27me2 antibody signal was observed localized 
to the nuclear periphery. Different letters represent statistically significant differences using 
2-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test, p > 0.05. Bars represent mean of instances ± SEM. 
N=3 trials (≤6 embryos/trial per developmental period). 
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Figure 9 The preDII and DII embryos display similar distribution of H3K27me3 diffused 
throughout the nucleus (white arrows). Embryos were stained with anti-H3K27me3 (green) 
and Hoechst 33342 (blue). The anterior tail region is shown for all images. Two different 
magnifications are shown for each embryo. Scale bars = 50 µm. N=3 trials (≥6 embryos per 
trial). 

Figure 10 Quantification of instances anti-H3K27me3 antibody signal was observed localized 
to the nuclear periphery. No statistically significant differences were found. 2-way ANOVA 
with Tukey’s post-test, p > 0.05. Bars represent mean of instances ± SEM. N=3 trials (min. 6 
embryos/trial per developmental period). 
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Figure 11 Diapause II embryos do not have an altered localization signal of histone H3 
acetylated at lysine 27 (H3K27Ac). Shown for all panels is the posterior tail region of pre-
diapause and diapause II embryos. An antibody that recognizes histone H3 acetylated at 
lysine 27 (H3K27Ac) shows localization throughout the nucleus in pre-diapause II animals and 
diapause II animals. DAPI is used to detect DNA. Scale bar = 50 µm 
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Figure 12 Quantification of instances anti-H3K27Ac antibody signal was observed 
localized to the nuclear periphery. No statistically significant differences were found. 2-
way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test, p > 0.05. Bars represent mean of instances ± SEM. 
N=3 trials (min. 6 embryos/trial per developmental period). 

Figure 13 PreDII and DII embryos stained with anti-H3K4me2/3 antibody show 
differential signal distribution throughout the nuclei. PreDII embryos exhibit nuclear 
periphery localization (red arrow). DII embryos show no obvious localization pattern and 
signal is diffuse throughout the nucleus. Embryos were stained with anti-H3K4me2/3 
(green) and Hoechst 33342 (blue). The anterior tail region is shown for all images. Two 
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different magnifications are shown for each embryo. Scale bars = 50 µm. N=3 trials (≥6 
embryos per trial per dpf). 

Figure 14 Quantification of instances anti-H3K4me2/3 antibody signal was observed 
localized to the nuclear periphery. No statistically significant differences were found. 2-
way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test, p > 0.05. Bars represent mean of instances ± SEM. 
N=3 trials (min. 6 embryos/trial per developmental period). 
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CHAPTER 4 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF HISTONE MODIFICATIONS WITH 

ELISA2 

Introduction 

To better quantify levels of histone modification changes across developmental 

stages an adapted acid extraction-based method combined with ELISA were used to 

purify and measure post-translational modifications (PTM). ELISA is an immunobased 

method which relies on the same fundamental antibody-antigen binding as 

immunostaining with a few differences. One difference is that the sample analyte, rather 

than continuing to reside within fixed cells, is solubilized and then bound to a coated 

polystyrene microplate well. In this way rather than analyzing 1 embryo sample per 

slide, ~100 embryos may solubilized and their lysate bound to a microplate well. With 96 

wells available per microplate the ability to analyze hundreds of embryos at once 

become feasible. As in microscopy, antibodies (1º) are used to detect the antigen, 

however with ELISA the antigen is bound to the microplate wells. The antibodies (1º) 

are then recognized by another antibody (2º) which is conjugated to a light emitting flour 

upon activation with chemical substrate. The amount of signal generated is detected by 

luminescence sensors and converted to arbitrary values via a microplate reader. Here 

ELISA was utilized to quantify relative levels of post-translation histone modifications 

H3K4me1, H3K4me2, H3K4me3 and H3K27me1, H3K27me2, H3K27me3 normalized 

2 Parts of this chapter have been submitted for publication from Toni LS, Padilla PA.  Developmentally 
arrested Austrofundulus limnaeus embryos have changes in post-translational modifications of histone 
H3. The Journal of Experimental Biology. 
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to levels of unmodified histone H3. HSP70 and RNA Pol II activated form (S5P) are 

expressed as a ratio of total luminescence to total protein (as detailed in Chapter 2). 

Results 

Histone Methylation Changes in H3K27 and H3K4 

To better quantify the histone modifications initially observed by microscopy 

purified histones were analyzed via ELISA to measure the relative (PTM) of H3K27 

(me1, me2, me3) and H3K4 (me1, me2, me3), relative to histone H3, in preDII (8 dpf, 

16 dpf), DII (24 dpf, 32 dpf) and postDII embryos (Figure 15, Figure 16). The relative 

PTM of H3K27me1 did not differ between the two stages of preDII embryos (Figure 

15a). There was no significant decrease in relative PTM in 24 dpf DII compared to 32 

dpf DII embryos (Figure 15a). The relative PTM of H3K27me1 was lowest for 24 dpf DII 

embryos and postDII embryos (Figure 15a). The relative PTM of H3K27me2 did not 

differ between any stages of development (Figure 15b). With regards to the relative 

PTM of H3K27me3, it was significantly higher in preDII embryos relative to 24 dpf DII 

embryos (Figure 15c). Together, these data indicate that 1) H3K27me1 can vary 

between preDII and DII embryos, 2) H3K27me2 is not significantly different between 

preDII and DII embryos, and 3) H3K27me3 was significantly higher in preDII embryos 

relative to early DII embryos. 4) Overall, levels of H3K4me2 and H3K27me2 exhibit 

lower Relative PTM when compared to H3K4/27me1/2. Tables Table 2, Table 3 & Table 

4 contains statistical results for the ELISA assays using antibodies to detect methylation 

of H3K27me and H3K4me. 
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Each methylation state (mono-, di-, or tri-) of histone H3 at lysine 4 is thought to 

have a different impact on gene expression. In the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the 

trimethylation of histone H3 at lysine 4 (H3K4me3) is associated exclusively with the 

promoters of active genes and is associated with initiated forms of RNA pol II (RNA Pol 

II S5P), whereas the di-methylation of K4 (H3K4me2) occurs at both inactive and active 

euchromatic genes (Santos-Rosa et al. 2004) (Lauberth et al. 2013). The impact of 

H3K4me1 is more ambiguous but has been associated with enhancers (Barski et al. 

2007) (Heintzman et al. 2007). Here we find that the relative PTM of H3K4me1 was 

significantly less for postDII animals relative to preDII embryos (Figure 16d). The 

relative PTM of H3K4me3 was significantly higher in preDII embryos relative to DII and 

postDII embryos (Figure 16f) and significantly lower in the 24 dpf DII embryos. 

Together, this indicates that 1) H3K4me1 is significantly different between 8 dpf and 

PDII animals, 2) that H3K4me3 levels are higher in preDII animals relative to DII. Note: 

A western blot was conducted to verify successful extraction of histones (Figure 17). 

Band sizes of sample extract match a histone H3 positive control (Active Motif #C110A 

15.2kDa). 
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Figure 15 The post-translational methylation of H3K27 relative to histone H3, was determined in 
preDII (8 dpf, 16 dpf), DII (24 dpf, 32 dpf) and postDII embryos. ELISA was used to quantify (A) 
H3K27me1, (B) H3K27me2, (C) H3K27me3. Each identical letter indicates embryo groups with no 
significant difference; different letters indicate a p value < 0.05. The p values were determined 
using one-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak post-test. N=3 trials per dpf (80-100 embryos/trial). Error 
bars indicate SEM. 

Figure 16 The post-translational methylation of H3K4 relative to histone H3, was determined in 
preDII (8 dpf, 16 dpf), DII (24 dpf, 32 dpf) and postDII embryos. ELISA was used to quantify (D) 
H3K4me1, (E) H3K4me2 and (F) H3K4me3. Each identical letter indicates embryo groups with no 
significant difference; different letters indicate a p value < 0.05. The p values were determined 
using one-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak post-test. N=3 trials per dpf (80-100 embryos/trial). Error 
bars indicate SEM. 
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HSP70 Levels and Active RNA Pol II Varies in DII Embryos of Different Time Points  

A characteristic of DII embryos is that they are drought tolerant and resistant to a 

variety of stresses including anoxia and hyper salinity (Podrabsky et al. 2007) 

(Podrabsky et al. 2008) (Podrabsky et al. 2012). In DII embryos, there is a depressed 

rate of protein synthesis (Podrabsky et al. 2000) yet western blot analysis indicates a 

constitutive level of expression of Hsp70 in preDII and DII embryos (Podrabsky et al. 

2007). We found that HSP70 was detectible in all embryos, yet the level of HSP70 was 

significantly higher in postDII embryos, relative to preDII and DII embryos (Figure 18). 

These data indicates that the level of HSP70 is highest in the postDII embryos. 

Transcription of mRNA by RNA Pol II is positively influenced by the phosphorylation 

status of the C-terminal domain (CTD) of the largest RNA Pol II subunit. Here anti-RNA 

Figure 17 Western blot analysis of purified histones probed with anti-histone H3. Sample 
lanes contain bands positively detected by anti-histone H3 of the appropriate size. 
Positive control is recombinant form of histone H3 (15.2 kDa). 
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polymerase II CTD repeat YSPTSPS phospho S5 antibody (anti-RNA Pol II S5P) was 

used to examine the activated form of RNA Pol II in preDII, DII and post DII embryos 

(Ahn et al. 2004). The preDII, DII and postDII embryos did not have a significant 

difference in the relative amount of RNA Pol II S5P (Figure 18). These RNA Pol II data 

reflect the arrested state of embryos of A. limnaeus. 

Figure 18 ELISA was used to quantify the levels of (A) HSP70 and (B) RNA polymerase 
II CTD repeat YSPTSPS phospho S5 (RNA Pol II S5P) from whole embryo lysate, 
normalized to total protein, in preDII (8 dpf, 16 dpf), DII (24 dpf, 32 dpf) and postDII 
embryos. Each identical letter indicates embryo groups with no significant difference; 
different letters indicate a p value < 0.05. The p values were determined using one-way 
ANOVA with Holm-Sidak post-test. N=3 trials per dpf (80-100 embryos/trial). Error bars 
indicate SEM. 
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Table 2 The p values were determined using one-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak post-
test. 

Statistical Data for ELISA experiments 

Tukey's multiple comparisons test Summary Adjusted P Value 

H3K27me1 (Figure 15A) 

8 DPF vs. 16 DPF ns 0.591 

8 DPF vs. 24 DPF * 0.0434 

8 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.7151 

8 DPF vs. PDII ** 0.0015 

16 DPF vs. 24 DPF ns 0.3778 

16 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.7151 

16 DPF vs. PDII * 0.032 

24 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.2069 

24 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.5825 

32 DPF vs. PDII * 0.0116 

H3K27me2 (Figure 15B) 

8 DPF vs. 16 DPF ns 0.8916 

8 DPF vs. 24 DPF ns 0.9318 

8 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.8916 

8 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.8149 

16 DPF vs. 24 DPF ns 0.9829 
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16 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.9829 

16 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.2415 

24 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.9829 

24 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.3742 

32 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.2669 

H3K27me3 (Figure 15C) 

8 DPF vs. 16 DPF ns 0.7337 

8 DPF vs. 24 DPF ns 0.7337 

8 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.8379 

8 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.8813 

16 DPF vs. 24 DPF * 0.0361 

16 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.0879 

16 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.1365 

24 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.9078 

24 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.8976 

32 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.9078 
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Table 3 The p values were determined using one-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak post-
test. 

Statistical Data for ELISA experiments 

Tukey's multiple comparisons test Summary Adjusted P Value 

H3K4me1 (Figure 16D) 

8 DPF vs. 16 DPF ns 0.9701 

8 DPF vs. 24 DPF ns 0.9701 

8 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.7938 

8 DPF vs. PDII ** 0.0038 

16 DPF vs. 24 DPF ns 0.9701 

16 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.6737 

16 DPF vs. PDII ** 0.0094 

24 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.7903 

24 DPF vs. PDII ** 0.0049 

32 DPF vs. PDII *** 0.0002 

H3K4me2 (Figure 16E) 

8 DPF vs. 16 DPF ns 0.9901 

8 DPF vs. 24 DPF ns 0.9901 

8 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.974 

8 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.2228 

16 DPF vs. 24 DPF ns 0.9901 
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16 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.974 

16 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.2228 

24 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.9822 

24 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.1508 

32 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.0522 

H3K4me3 (Figure 16F) 

8 DPF vs. 16 DPF ns 0.8637 

8 DPF vs. 24 DPF * 0.0496 

8 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.2535 

8 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.131 

16 DPF vs. 24 DPF ns 0.2595 

16 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.6697 

16 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.482 

24 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.8637 

24 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.8877 

32 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.8877 
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Table 4 The p values were determined using one-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak post-
test. 

Statistical Data for ELISA experiments 

Tukey's multiple comparisons test Summary P Value 

HSP70 (Figure 18A) 

8 DPF vs. 16 DPF ns 0.8116 

8 DPF vs. 24 DPF ns 0.7727 

8 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.7804 

8 DPF vs. PDII **** < 0.0001 

16 DPF vs. 24 DPF ns 0.6695 

16 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.8116 

16 DPF vs. PDII **** < 0.0001 

24 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.3386 

24 DPF vs. PDII **** < 0.0001 

32 DPF vs. PDII **** < 0.0001 

RNA Pol II S5P (Figure 18B) 

8 DPF vs. 16 DPF ns 0.9144 

8 DPF vs. 24 DPF ns 0.5962 

8 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.9809 

8 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.9809 

16 DPF vs. 24 DPF ns 0.9144 
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16 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.8891 

16 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.8891 

24 DPF vs. 32 DPF ns 0.4215 

24 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.4215 

32 DPF vs. PDII ns 0.9971 
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CHAPTER 5 ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENTAL TRAJECTORIES IN A. LIMNAEUS3 

Introduction 

Austrofundulus limnaeus exhibits the capacity to produce embryos capable of 

disparate developmental trajectories. This is almost certainly a result of their geography, 

being inhabitants of hydrologically unstable landscapes, and informs us on the species 

adaptations to cope with such. Bet-hedging is a theory which describes a species 

evolving a trait to maximize fitness in an environment where environmental cues are 

lacking and/or unreliable (Furness et al. 2015). That is, an organism that employs bet 

hedging would produce a clutch of offspring that contains some offspring that are well 

suited for the environment at that time and while simultaneously containing offspring 

that are not. In the event of an abrupt change in the environment the roles may reverse 

and those who were not ideally suited are now suited and vice versa. This results in a 

species being successful more of the time even when environmental future 

environmental conditions are unpredictable or cues are misinterpreted. For example, a 

brief rain resulting in light inundation of an ephemeral pond may cause embryos to 

hatch out only to die when the small amount of water evaporates. Embryos that are 

currently in diapause in such a situation would survive and give the species another 

chance at survival. With a reversed scenario, in the event of a true inundation 

developing embryos would hatch out immediately and begin to develop towards 

adulthood. The embryos that are currently arrested may not hatch out until sometime 

later at which point they likely would only serve as food for juveniles or adults. 

3 Parts of this chapter have been submitted for publication from Toni LS, Telgenhoff GM, Padilla PA. The 
onset of Diapause II arrest is influenced by hypoxia and temperature in Austrofundulus limnaeus 
embryos. Journal of Comparative Physiology - B 
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In general species that employ bet-hedging also exhibit a degree of phenotypic 

plasticity, the highly adaptive capacity to produce multiple phenotypes from a single 

genotype (Furness et al. 2015). The phenotype is altered usually as a response to or as 

a consequence of the environment. In A. limnaeus, developmental phenotypic plasticity 

can be observed in the lab when cycles of light and dark and temperatures are 

increased. Embryos of A. limnaeus incubated at 25ºC tend to develop along an arrest 

trajectory where they enter diapause II at approximately 24-26 dpf. However, when 

embryos are collected and incubated at 30ºC embryos enter a bypass trajectory and 

skip diapause II. Additionally, the age of the mother can influence whether embryos 

diapause or escape even when incubated at 25ºC which are not known to bias embryos 

towards bypass (Podrabsky et al. 2010). 

In addition to macro level by factors such as incubation temperature, embryo 

developmental can also be influenced by maternal age of the mother (Podrabsky et al. 

2010). When embryos are incubated at 25ºC in normoxic conditions most embryos will 

enter diapause II provided they were spawned by older females (>240 days old). 

However, if the embryos are laid by younger females (<240 days old) up to 80% of 

embryos will bypass diapause II and become “escape” embryos even at 25ºC. 

Therefore, maternal age affects developmental trajectory even in identical incubation 

environments. 

The development of embryos of A. limnaeus at 30ºC results in developmental 

along a different trajectory. Relative to 25ºC reared embryos, 30ºC embryos display 

morphological differences such as larger and wider heads when compared at identical 
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somite stages (Figure 19). Furthermore, the circulatory system of escape embryos is 

much more developed, with significantly higher beats per minute, than embryos on a 

diapause II trajectory when compared at the 16-18 somite stage (Podrabsky et al. 

2010). Differences in phenotypic plasticity need not end at the morphological level, 

however. Recent data have also shown there are metabolic differences between 

trajectories as well which will be covered later. There is also evidence of commitment to 

the bypass trajectory dependent upon how long embryos were maintained at 30ºC. This 

would indicate that exposure to certain environmental changes alters development but 

also that critical windows for exposure exist as well. Temperature transfer experiments 

show that when embryos are reared in 30ºC after 1 dpf up to development of 10-18 

somites, approximately 85% will enter the escape DII trajectory. Incubation of embryos 

up to the 23 somite stage pushes nearly 100% of embryos towards escape. These data 

imply that there is a window in development where increased temperature can result in 

the embryo resulting in embryos becoming committed to a bypass trajectory (Podrabsky 

et al. 2010). 
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Figure 19 Two developmental trajectories exist for A. limnaeus. At identical developmental 
stages of somitogenesis embryos on escape trajectory appear morphologically different 
beyond 10 somites. Embryos are capable of entering escape trajectory at 25ºC which varies 
upon on age of mother but nearly all embryos can be pushed towards escape trajectory with 
30ºC incubation (Pri-Tal et al. 2011). 
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Developmental Windows and Plastic Diapause II Induction 

In (Pri-Tal et al. 2011) there are data which suggests the existence of 

developmental time points where incubation at 30ºC, up to specific developmental 

stages such as 23 somites, will result in the almost total commitment to a bypass 

trajectory. However, embryos incubated at 30ºC but transferred back to 25ºC prior to 

the accumulation of 23 somites, for example 9 somites, are much less likely to bypass 

diapause II; approximately only 30% will escape. So then it would seem that 

environmental factors, such as temperature, affects developmental trajectory but only 

within certain developmental periods. The question then became what would be the 

consequence of an oxygen-limited metabolic rate on bypass when combined with 30ºC 

(induces bypass)?  To answer this question an experiment was designed to raise 

embryos at 30ºC at specific time points, but  to modulate their metabolism they were 

also exposed to 0.1% O2 (Figure 20). This experiment tests the hypothesis that hypoxia 

induced metabolic depression could result in the arrest of embryos in conditions 

conducive to a bypass trajectory but only within a certain developmental window. Note: 

certain developmental periods (9 & 10 dpf) and 25ºC normoxia were not assayed due to 

practical limitations (insufficient embryos). 
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Figure 20 (a) Overview of temperature effects on development. Embryos raised at 
25ºC will enter into DII arrest at 24-26 dpf at the 38-40 somite pair stage. Whereas, 
embryos raised at 30ºC will escape DII arrest and proceed with development 
(Podrabsky et al. 2010). (b) General strategy was to grow embryos of A. limnaeus to 7, 
8, 11 or 12 dpf at 25ºC and then shift the embryos to either 30ºC normoxia or 30ºC 
hypoxia (0.1% O2) for 8 days. Embryos were then shifted back to 25ºC normoxia and 
examined daily to assess development, entry into DII arrest, escape of DII arrest and 
quantify the number of somite pairs. (c) Detailed view of experimental design. Embryos 
of different developmental stages (7, 8, 11, and 12 dpf) were subjected to the 
temperature shift and hypoxia exposure regime. The data sets for these experiments 
are referred to by the developmental stage in which the temperature shift began and 
whether the embryos were subjected to normoxia or hypoxia (e.g. 7 dpf, hypoxia). 
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Results 

Temperature Shift and Hypoxia Exposure 

The embryos A. limnaeus, when raised at 25ºC in the dark, to the 24-26 dpf 

stage will enter into DII arrest (38-40 somite pairs) (Wourms 1972) (Podrabsky et al. 

1999). However, when embryos were shifted from 25ºC to 30ºC at 1 dpf, raised to the 

23-somite stage and then shifted back to 25ºC for a week, 100% of the embryos 

escaped DII and progressed through development (Figure 20a) (Podrabsky et al. 2010). 

If the exposure to 30ºC was decreased, the proportion of embryos that escaped DII 

arrest was reduced (Podrabsky et al. 2010). Here we tested if exposure to hypoxia 

influenced entry into DII arrest or escape from DII arrest (Figure 20a). Embryos at four 

different development time points (7 dpf, 8 dpf, 11 dpf or 12 dpf) were exposed for eight 

days to hypoxia (0.1% O2) or normoxia at 30ºC. After the eight-day hypoxia and 

temperature shift treatment, the embryos were shifted back to 25ºC, examined daily for 

15 days, and scored as developing, DII arrested or escape of DII arrest (Figure 20a). 

The overall results are shown in Figure 21 as a histogram. Within the 15-day period of 

analysis most embryos either entered into or escaped DII arrest and very few embryos 

died. The majority of 7 or 8 dpf embryos shifted from 25ºC to 30ºC (hypoxia and 

normoxia exposed) entered into DII arrest and did not escape DII arrest (Figure 21a, b). 

The embryos that were exposed to hypoxia at 7 or 8 dpf began to enter into DII arrest at 

an earlier time point than those exposed to normoxia (Figure 21a, b). The population of 

embryos that were shifted from 25ºC to 30ºC at either 11 or 12 dpf had a higher percent 

of animals that escaped DII arrest. Additionally, the escape of DII arrest occurred at 

various embryonic time points (Figure 21c, d). These data suggests that hypoxia 
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exposure may influence DII arrest and that the stage of development at which the 

embryo is exposed to 30ºC will influence whether the embryo will enter into or escape 

DII arrest. 

Figure 21 Histogram of the overall results from the temperature shift and normoxia 30ºC 
or hypoxia 30ºC experiments. The data obtained are from the analysis of 20 embryos in 
three independent experiments (N = 3). No statistical analysis was performed on these 
data. Embryos that died were removed; some bars do not total 100%.   
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Environmental Influences on Diapause II Arrest 

The data presented in the histogram shown in Figure 21 was parsed out to 

further examine the impact of hypoxia exposure and/or a temperature shift to 30ºC, and 

the developmental stage when exposed to the hypoxia and temperature shift, had on 

developmental progression, entry into DII arrest or escape of DII arrest. After the eight-

day 30ºC temperature shift and hypoxia exposure, the embryos that were scored as 

developing (Figure 22), entering into DII arrest (Figure 23) or escape of DII arrest 

(Figure 24) were graphed relative to embryonic stage as noted by days post fertilization 

(dpf) and statistically analyzed to determine if hypoxia impacted developmental 

progression, onset of DII arrest and/or escape of DII arrest. The embryos that were 

shifted to 30ºC and placed in normoxia or hypoxia as 7 dpf embryos developed in a 

similar manner after the treatment, until the 23-26 dpf developmental time point in which 

the normoxia exposed animals continued to develop and the hypoxia exposed embryos 

exited development (Figure 22a) and began to enter into DII arrest (Figure 23a). Very 

few of the embryos shifted at 7 dpf to 30ºC escaped DII arrest (Figure 24a). The 

embryos shifted to 30ºC (normoxia or hypoxia) as 8 dpf embryos and then examined 

after the 8 day exposure developed in a similar manner until the 25-28 dpf 

developmental time point in which the normoxia exposed animals continued to develop 

and the hypoxia exposed embryos exited development (Figure 22b) and began to enter 

into DII arrest (Figure 23b); a few of the hypoxia exposed embryos escaped DII arrest 

(Figure 24b). Note that in our hands and similar to what has been published by others 
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embryos raised continuously at 25ºC enter DII arrest at 24-26 dpf (as noted by grey box 

in graph) (Podrabsky et al. 1999). 

Embryos exposed to hypoxia at 11 or 12 dpf did not have altered development in 

comparison to embryos exposed to normoxia (Figure 22c, d). The embryos that were 

shifted to 30ºC (normoxia and hypoxia) as 11 or 12 dpf embryos either entered into DII 

arrest (Figure 23c, d) or escaped DII arrest (Figure 24c, d). The 11 dpf embryos 

exposed to hypoxia entered into DII arrest between 26-32 dpf and the normoxia-

exposed embryos entered into DII arrest at 28-33 dpf (Figure 23c). The 12 dpf embryos 

exposed to hypoxia entered into DII arrest between 27-32 dpf and the normoxia-

exposed embryos entered into DII arrest at 28-33 dpf (Figure 23d). There was not a 

significant difference in the onset of DII arrest due to hypoxia exposure in the animals 

shifted at 11 or 12 dpf. However, the 11 or 12 dpf embryos shifted to 30ºC (normoxia 

and hypoxia) arrested in DII at a developmental time point that is later than the DII 

arrest that occurs in embryos raised at 25ºC (24-26 dpf, marked as grey box in graphs). 

Hypoxia exposure did not significantly impact the percent of embryos that escaped DII 

arrest (Figure 24c, d). 

The developmental stage of the embryo when transferred to 30ºC influenced the 

proportion of embryos that entered into DII arrest or escaped DII arrest. A greater 

number of embryos shifted to 30ºC as 7 or 8 dpf entered into DII arrest during recovery 

at 25ºC (Figure 25a). Whereas, a greater number of embryos shifted to 30ºC as 11 or 

12 dpf embryos escaped DII arrest during recovery at 25ºC (Figure 25b). The percent of 

embryos that escaped DII arrest was highest in embryos exposed to 30ºC at 12 dpf 
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(Figure 24b). This is similar to what has been reported by others (Podrabsky et al. 

2010). 

Figure 22 The 7 dpf embryos exposed to eight days of hypoxia at 30ºC arrest in DII earlier 
than normoxia controls. For all graphs, data were obtained from the analysis of 20 embryos in 
three independent experiments (N = 3). The * indicate a p value < 0.05; p values were 
determined using 2-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparison test. The grey rectangle in 
each graph represents the known embryo stage (24-26 dpf) that DII arrest occurs in embryos 
raised at 25ºC. 
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Figure 23 The 7 and 8 dpf embryos exposed to eight days of hypoxia at 30ºC have a 
reduction in the proportion of embryos that develop relative to normoxia controls. For all 
graphs, data were obtained from the analysis of 20 embryos in three independent 
experiments (N = 3) for each developmental and environment exposure. The * indicate a 
p value < 0.05; p values were determined using 2-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple 
comparison test. As a point of reference, the grey rectangle in each graph represents the 
known embryo stage (24-26 dpf) that DII arrest occurs in embryos raised at 25ºC. 
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Figure 24 Exposure to 30ºC for 8 days did not induce escape of DII arrest if embryos were 
exposed at 7 and 8 dpf in comparison to those exposed at 11 and 12 dpf. For all graphs, 
data were obtained from the analysis of 20 embryos in three independent experiments (N = 
3). The grey rectangle in each graph represents the known embryo stage (24-26 dpf) that 
DII arrest occurs in embryos raised at 25ºC. 
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Diapause II Arrest Relative to Somite Development 

Somite numbers prior to arrest were counted, analyzed and the data reveal that 

hypoxia exposure did not significantly impact the number of somite pairs relative to 

normoxic embryos (Figure 27). Therefore, embryos exposed to hypoxia developed and 

the low O2 levels did not induce a developmental arrest, similar to what has been seen 

by others (Anderson et al. 2014). Note that embryos grown at 25ºC show somite pair 

development by 12 dpf (3 somite pairs) (Podrabsky et al. 1999). 

During our analysis we noticed that embryos within a single petri dish entered 

into DII arrest on the same day at the same embryonic stage. However, when 

comparing the three independent experiments there was some variability as to when the 

embryos entered into DII arrest relative to dpf (Figure 26a). As mentioned earlier, 

embryos grown at 25ºC enter into DII arrest at 24-26 dpf. The embryos that were 

exposed to hypoxia as 7 or 8 dpf embryos entered into DII arrest near the 22-26 dpf 

embryo stage (Figure 23a,b; Figure 26a). The embryos that were shifted to 30ºC as 11 

or 12 dpf embryos (normoxia and hypoxia) entered into DII arrest at an embryonic stage 

past 26 dpf (Figure 26a). Given this variability in the onset of DII arrest relative to dpf we 

wondered if DII arrest was occurring in embryos prior to the development of 38-40 

somite pairs. Embryos that enter into DII arrest (when grown continually at 25ºC) do so 

as 24-26 dpf embryos and they have 38-40 somite pairs (Podrabsky et al. 1999). A 

scatter plot was used to describe the distribution of the number of somite pairs in 

embryos a day before they entered into DII arrest (Figure 26b). Embryos that were 

exposed to the temperature shift assay at 7 dpf had a wide distribution of the number of 
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somite pairs prior to DII arrest. There was a significant difference between the number 

of somite pairs in embryos entering into DII arrest in the embryos exposed to hypoxia, 

compared to normoxia, at 8 dpf (Figure 25b, p< 0.001). The number of somites in 

embryos that arrest in DII was not as variable for the embryos that were exposed to the 

30ºC temperature shift (normoxia and hypoxia) as 11 or 12 dpf embryos (Figure 26b). 

These data indicates that an exposure of 7 dpf embryos to 30ºC or the exposure of 8 

dpf embryos to hypoxia at 30ºC induces variability in developmental trajectory, as noted 

by the number of somite pairs, and that DII arrest can occur in embryos that are not yet 

at the 38-40 somite pair stage. 

Figure 25 The developmental stage an embryo is at when exposed to a 30ºC 
temperature shift, but not hypoxia exposure, will influence the proportion of embryos 
that enter into DII arrest or escaped DII arrest. For (a) and (b) each identical letter 
indicates embryo groups with no significant difference; different letters indicate a p 
value < 0.05. The p values were determined using 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-
test. N=3 trials per dpf (20 embryos/trial). Error bars indicate SEM. 
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Figure 26 The number of somite pairs was counted daily for each animal. (a) The day 
post fertilization the embryos, for each experimental set, entered into DII arrest was 
determined. All embryos within one petri dish entered into DII arrest on the same day. 
Note that for the 12 dpf temperature shift experiments only two of the three sets contained 
embryos that entered into DII arrest due to embryos escaping DII arrest; thus two 
symbols for these data sets. The grey rectangle represents the known embryo stage (24-
26 dpf) that DII arrest occurs in embryos raised at 25ºC. (b) Scatter plot of the number of 
somite pairs an embryo has the day prior to entering into DII arrest. Embryos that were 
shifted at 8 dpf to hypoxia at 30ºC for 8 days will enter DII with a reduced number of 
somites relative to normoxic controls (30ºC). The p value was determined by one-way 
ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. 
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Figure 27 Shown are the average number of somite pairs relative to days post 
fertilization of the embryos that were early in development and had not either entered 
into DII arrest or been scored as escaped DII arrest. Eight days of hypoxia (30ºC) 
exposure did not alter the development of somites relative to normoxia controls 
(30ºC). The bar represents mean and error is SEM. For all graphs, data were 
obtained from the analysis of 20 embryos in three independent experiments (N = 3).  
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CHAPTER 6 DISCUSSION 

On Histone Microscopy Experiments 

Comparing the Morphology of PreDII and DII Embryos 

The goal of this aim was to establish a cellular marker for embryos on a diapause 

II trajectory. Currently, there are several physiological markers used to determine the 

progress of A. limnaeus’ development towards diapause II. Two key quantitative 

attribute are a decrease in the number of heart beats per minute as well as an increase 

in the number of somite pairs. While there are other markers, such as gross 

morphological changes in color and the appearance of circulating blood, their onset is 

sudden. The data collection on of mitotic nuclei provides subcellular insights, and further 

diapause II characterization, on the developmental progress of embryos A. limnaeus. 

Tissues that is growing rapidly possess higher values of mitotic nuclei than that of tissue 

that is approaching mitotic arrest. In short, I hoped to understand how changes 

chromatin relate to the overall developmental stage of the embryo. 

Data shown in (Figure 6) represents embryos immunostained with a marker for 

mitosis, anti-PhosH3Ser10. These data reveal that embryos experience relatively high 

mitotic activity pre-diapause until the onset of DII. Furthermore it reveals that mitotic 

activity is never completely lost even beyond the onset of DII, at 24 dpf. Mitotic nuclei 

number in the low single digits only after 30 dpf. I believe this represents a recurring 

theme in A. limnaeus, that while diapause entry may occur at 24-26 dpf the overall 

changes which serve as hallmarks for DII continue to culminate for quite some time, 

albeit slowly. These data reveal a slowing of cellular division as the embryos enter arrest 
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at 24-26 dpf; and is in accordance with the prevailing notion that both a hypometabolic 

state and rapid progress through the cell cycle, given its energy requirements, are at 

odds with one another (Storey et al. 2007) (Podrabsky et al. 2000) (Podrabsky 2012). 

Interestingly, an idea put forth in (Podrabsky 2012) suggests flow cytometry data lacking 

evidence of cell cycle arrest in M stage, as a response to anoxia, could be explored with 

the microscopy method developed here. Currently, these data presented herein does 

indicate that in a normoxic arrest of development, cells may still be in M phase of the 

cell cycle. The development of a microscopical method also achieved another goal of 

the aim, to provide a larger toolbox to study A. limnaeus. 

During analysis of chromatin modifications it was observed that there are 

potential changes in the proximity of nuclei when comparing pre-diapause and DII 

embryos. Although the goal of this immunostaining assay was to observe changes in 

chromatin modifications using anti-H3K27Ac, which is associated with active 

transcription, it ultimately was useful in revealing cell morphological differences between 

what may be changes in nuclei-to-nuclei spacing. Additionally, because the signal of 

H3K27Ac was ubiquitous throughout the nuclei it provided an opportunity to observe 

small changes that might otherwise be difficult to detect. We interpreted the large 

(approximately 20um) absence of signal in the nuclei as being the location of the 

nucleolus. The presence or absence of the nucleolus was dependent upon pre-

diapause and diapause II developmental status of the embryo, respectively. The 

absence of the nucleolus may be indicative of altered rRNA expression (Thiry et al. 

2000) and given that the embryo is in a state of developmental arrest an absence of the 

nucleolus would logically coincide with developmental arrest. H3K27Ac microscopy 
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shown in (Figure 11), displays differential spacing between nuclei, which may indicate 

differences in the cellular density, between pre-diapause and diapause II embryos. It 

also highlights differences in the presence or absence of the nucleolus. No further work 

was done to investigate changes in the nucleolus or changes in cell spacing.  

Despite these minor shortcomings I believe the results of the microscopy really 

speak volumes about the strengths of the technique but also reveal some of the 

weaknesses of the method as it stands. I was fortunate to be able to observe some 

modifications localizing differently across diapause states (H3K27me2, H3K27me3) but 

the interpretation is a real challenge due to the inherent difficulty of studying this 

phenomenon, even in model systems, much less A. limnaeus. 

Nonetheless, what is known in model systems may lend insight to the 

observations. The nucleus is of eukaryotic cells is defined by an outer nuclear 

membrane and an inner nuclear membrane. This is also referred to as the nuclear 

envelope. The nuclear envelope is studded with nuclear pore complexes, which function 

import and export nuclear/cytosolic contents. Additionally, the inner nuclear membrane 

is lined with filamentous proteins, termed lamins, which are multipurpose (Burke et al. 

2013). In general lamins help the nucleus to retain its spherical shape but also are 

highly involved in the development of organisms to the extent that dysregulation or 

malfunction of lamins result in diseases such as muscular dystrophies or laminopathies 

(Luo et al. 2014). Transcriptionally silenced chromatin in some systems is known to 

associate with lamins, for example teleomeres in yeast and centromeres in plants, flies 

and yeast have been shown to bind with the nuclear lamina (Mekhail et al. 2010). Thus, 

there is evidence of structurally important, but expressionless chromatin, binding to the 
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nuclear lamina. Similarly, there are also regions of developmentally regulated 

chromatin, lamin associated domains (LAD), which are known to associate with lamins 

during development (Mekhail et al. 2010). In C. elegans the relocation of chromatin to 

the inner nuclear membrane occurs during, and is a prerequisite for, normal embryonic 

development (Malone et al. 1999). Chromosomal migration also occurs as a response 

to the stress of severe oxygen deprivation (anoxia). Work done by Padilla et al. 

indicates that chromatin associates with the inner nuclear periphery in cells that arrest 

cell division due to anoxia exposure (Padilla et al. 2012) (Padilla et al. 2002). During 

anoxia-induced cell cycle arrest a relocation of the chromosomes to the inner nuclear 

periphery occurs (Hajeri et al. 2005) (Hajeri et al. 2010) (Garcia et al. 2012). Since there 

is a high correlation between gene silencing and association with the inner nuclear 

membrane it is possible that this may be the result of an energy saving mechanism to 

reduce gene expression. Given that gene expression accounts for a considerable 

amount of metabolic activity this energy conservation may contribute to increased 

survival of the animal upon exit from anoxia. Thus, I feel confident that what I am 

observing in regards to nuclear periphery localization is a lamin-associated event. To 

say definitively that the only possible explanation is a nuclear reorganization related to 

gene silencing would be an oversimplification. However, in the context of a 

developmentally arresting organism such as A. limnaeus I do not find idea out of the 

question. Safely, it can be concluded that chromatin associated with the nuclear 

periphery is event which occurs in arrested embryos; it may play a role in gene silencing 

and it is a transient event. Currently, the tools required to definitively answer questions 

such as frequency, the length of duration and contextual relationship to gene expression 
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do not exist. Interestingly, SUMO has been implicated in the nuclear organization of 

both mammals and yeast (Zhang et al. 2008). While SUMO’s involvement in anoxia 

tolerance has been investigated with semi-quantitative western blots it has not to my 

knowledge been investigated in the context of microscopy. It would be interesting to see 

if the signal for SUMO localizes different between preDII and DII animals or if at all 

present within the nuclear periphery. 

Some of these data however show that this localization was not presenting 

consistently and this may be due to the transient nature of histone modifications. It has 

been reported in some systems such as yeast that histone modification levels oscillate 

at certain loci in accordance with metabolism (Kuang et al. 2014).  This transient nature 

of histone modifications make them inherently difficult to study even in well  

characterized systems and to some degree can obfuscate the findings. This can be 

mitigated to some extent by using high n numbers. However, the method of microscopy 

necessitated that all samples be analyzed in a single day limiting the number of 

embryos which could be analyzed. Additionally, the nature of A. limnaeus makes 

obtaining multiple embryos of the same age a challenge. Nonetheless, I was able to 

identify signal localization changes across diapause states and in other systems this 

has been correlated with association with lamin proteins of the nucleus, and association 

with lamins may be indicative of gene silencing. In the context of a developmentally 

arresting organism it would be conceivable to find this result. What we may be 

observing is a modification, often associated with gene silencing, being relocated to the 

nuclear lamina. While the modification itself may not be important functionally for gene 

silencing, similar to what has been observed in C. elegans, it may be a signal which the 
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cell uses as a mark to identify genomic regions which should be silenced. Unfortunately 

without the molecular toolbox which would allow us to either remove the mark, identify 

interaction between lamins and the mark or knock out the gene which the mark resides 

upon, it is difficult to come to a comprehensive mechanistic explanation of the 

phenomenon. 

A more sophisticated microscopy software for the epifluorescent microscope 

capable of doing background subtraction and pixel quantification would have been of 

great benefit for many of the microscopy experiments shown here. However, even with 

this software however the challenge would be present as there are not uniform numbers 

of cells being analyzed due to inherent differences in developmental at the tail tip. 

On Histone ELISA Experiments 

Histone Modifications in A. limnaeus 

Histone H3 post-translational modifications are extensively studied due to their 

impact on chromatin structure and function and their central role in epigenetic 

mechanisms. However, our understanding of chromatin modification in developing 

vertebrate embryos is limited and has only been examined in few species including 

mice (VerMilyea et al. 2009) (Dahl et al. 2010), zebrafish (Havis et al. 2006) (Wardle et 

al. 2006) (Lindeman et al. 2010) and Xenopus tropicalis embryos (Lenstra et al. 2011) 

(van Heeringen et al. 2014). I hypothesized that markers for chromatin silencing would 

be high in DII embryos, relative to preDII and postDII embryos, since hypometabolic 

states require energy conservation. With these experiments my aim was to characterize 

(relative quantification) histone changes as the embryos develop towards DII as well as 
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changes which occur when they are experimentally forced to exit DII. Given the relative 

difficulties of performing molecular biology on unsequenced organisms I predominantly 

focused on post-translational modifications of histone proteins due to their highly 

conserved nature across various species. For example, the differences in histone H4 

between a pea and a cow vary by less than 2% (DeLange et al. 1969). The assays I 

developed for these interrogations were adapted from a multitude of other systems but 

are principally based on immunodetection. Explaining the exact nature behind histone 

modifications in A. limnaeus is truly challenging. In an attempt to make mechanistic 

sense of results I have sought out studies conducted in other model systems studies. 

While I cannot conduct experiments to support some of the following the ideas at the 

moment, they are still scientifically plausible and logical (and fun to think about). 

Furthermore, interpretation of histone modification data are difficult even in extremely 

developed model systems such as yeast, flies and mammalian cell culture. 

The regulatory mechanism(s) of endogenously controlled embryo arrest in 

vertebrates is not understood and A. limnaeus provides a unique opportunity to study 

this phenomenon. The endogenous cue to induce and maintain DII likely acts on all 

blastomeres as the arrest of growth and development occurs throughout the embryo. 

Here we examine and compare the chromatin modifications associated with preDII, DII 

and postDII embryos as a means to gain an understanding of the global chromatin 

structure associated with developmental arrest. As seen by microscopy analysis, DII 

embryos have a significant decrease in the H3S10P marker for mitotic nuclei and an 

inner nuclear membrane localization of the H3K27me2 marker associated with the 

silencing of gene expression. Furthermore, preDII embryos, relative to DII embryos 
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have a significant difference in the level of H3K27me1 and indicating that there are 

molecular differences between different chronological age, and suggests that chromatin 

remodeling and transcription occurs in as embryos progress towards DII. 

In general, H3K27me1/me2 is not well studied at the moment  however, a recent 

study in ESCs found that H3K27me1/me2 accumulates in the body of and is associated 

with highly expressed genes and high transcriptional activity (Ferrari et al. 2014). 

H3K27me2 is more broadly distributed throughout the genome compared to 

H3K27me1, approximately 70% of all H3 in ESCs (Ferrari et al. 2014). In their model 

they hypothesize that H3K27me2 acts to fill regions of the genome and by virtue of 

physical occlusion, prevent dysregulation and uncontrolled deposition of H3K27Ac. An 

experiment to test their hypothesis showed that specific removal of H3K27ac resulted in 

now empty K27Ac sites being substitute by H3K27me2 (Ferrari et al. 2014). This is an 

intriguing finding and does provide some evidence to support the idea that H3K27me2 

serves to prevent a dysregulating deposition of temporally erroneous H3K27Ac 

deposition during development or otherwise. Regarding H3K27me2 data in embryos of 

A. limnaeus, statistical testing reveals no significant differences between developmental 

time points. However, in effort to characterize this system with the data available the 

overall trends observed will be discussed but it is conceded that it is difficult to draw 

meaningful conclusions. The lowest levels of H3K27me2 occur during 8 dpf and PDII, 

with 8 dpf being relatively higher than PDII. During the periods where A. limnaeus is 

entering diapause II 16-24 and fully in diapause II, 32 DPF H3K27me2 is at its highest 

levels. When focusing only on the relationship between 8 dpf and PDII, H3K27me2 may 

essentially be blocking or preventing a dysregulated deposition of H3K27ac during a 
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developmental period when expression of developmental genes must be tightly 

regulated. If the function of these residues is similar in A. limnaeus then one would 

expect high levels of the residue in early development with an overall trend downward 

as embryos enter in a robust developing state (PDII). 

The H3K27me3 modification is a repressive mark commonly found on silenced 

gene promoters in different organisms and is involved in the regulation of several genes 

(Oct3/4 and Sox2) key to pluripotency and differentiation of embryonic stem cells (Ho et 

al. 2014); the demethylation of H3K27me3 alters the repressive mark resulting in gene 

activation (Hong et al. 2007) (Aggers et al. 2009). Here I find that H3K27me3 is highest 

in preDII embryos, relative to DII and postDII embryos, and that there is no difference in 

the levels of H3K27me3 between DII and postDII animals. It makes sense that some 

markers for repression will decrease in postDII embryos, as these embryos are rapidly 

growing and differentiating, which likely requires active gene expression. The reduction 

of the H3K27me3 repressor marker for gene expression in DII embryos, relative to 

preDII could be interpreted in several ways. First, it is possible that the early embryo 

relies on maternal stores to support aspects of embryogenesis to the DII stage. Second, 

it is possible that the DII embryo expresses genes vital for maintenance of the DII 

embryo and contains chromatin poised for expression of growth and development 

genes upon exit from DII. This is an intriguing possibility and is conceptually in line with 

some work involving the nematode C. elegans. (Baugh et al. 2009) showed that active 

transcription by RNA Pol II of starvation-response genes and RNA pol II accumulates on 

the promoters of growth and development genes were observed during starvation-

induced L1 larvae arrest in C. elegans. Upon release from the arrest by feeding the 
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accumulation of RNA Pol II at promoters decreased and mRNA levels increased (Baugh 

et al. 2009). However, our studies do not show significantly different levels of the 

activated form of RNA Pol II among developmental time points. It should be noted that 

while RNA Pol II is important for transcription of mRNA from DNA, in retrospect RNA 

Pol III would be an ideal marker for analysis of active tRNA accumulation during DII 

arrest. Another possible explanation for non-significant RNA Pol II results is that the 

methodology used to isolate RNA Pol II did not contain nuclear enrichment steps 

(simple whole embryo lysate method). In the context of A. limnaeus, an organism which 

seemingly prepares for stress even in the absence of it by producing constitutive stress-

response proteins such as HSP70 (Podrabsky et al. 2007), it is conceivable that A. 

limnaeus also anticipates the eventual exit of diapause II. It is also possible that mRNA 

molecules that serve as templates for translation are present in DII embryos that 

transition to postDII and that protein synthesis supports the rapid growth and 

development observed in postDII embryos. The dramatic increase in HSP70 protein in 

postDII embryos is consistent with this idea. The continued consumption of ATP may be 

related to transcriptional processes related to generating poised gene promoters in 

anticipation of DII termination. Ultimately, additional studies and more sophisticated 

techniques would be needed to determine if specific genes required for DII maintenance 

are expressed and that the expression machinery is poised to initiate gene expression 

upon the signal to exit DII. 

H3K4me3 is generally associated with active transcription and euchromatin 

however, there is growing evidence which points to H3K4me3 regulating gene 

expression in a negative manner (Kim et al. 2009). The evidence suggests that 
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H3K4me may actually be involved in repression of genes via recruitment of the Set3 

HDAC (histone deacetylase). In yeast, Set1 RNA-recognition motif (RRM) is required for 

trimethylation, but not dimethylation. When Set1 RRM is deleted H3K4me3 is 

specifically perturbed without affecting levels of H3K4me2, and 5’ acetylated residues 

are unchanged (Kim et al. 2009). Conversely, mutant cells which display abnormally low 

levels of H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 show loss of Set3C binding and accordingly higher 

levels of 5’ acetylation (Kim et al. 2009). Thus, it is H3K4me2 which is functionally 

important for the recruitment of Set3 and the concomitant reduction on 5’ acetylation  

levels. In A. limnaeus, H3K4me2 could conceivably marks gene which are being held in 

a deacetylated state (repressed), essentially primed for post DII expression until the 

appropriate developmental age and cues. However, the data collected on H3K4me2 in 

A. limnaeus were not significantly different across developmental stages. A lack of 

significance with regards to p-value is curious and may be due to an overall lack of the 

dimethylated form of H3K4me2. At most, the highest levels of H3K4me2 are near 0.02 

units of Relative PTM. Contrasting this to H3K4me1 and H3K4me3 which peak at 0.05 

and 0.5 Relative PTM. This may indicate that A. limnaeus utilizes H3K4me2 in a unique 

manner or has alternative methods to recruit HDACs. Another alternative is that A. 

limnaeus persists in a developmentally arrested state which precludes the need for 

HDAC control at the genomic regulatory level. However, statistical analysis aside, in an 

attempt to relate what is known in the histone modification field to A. limnaeus, 

H3K4me2 could conceivably marks gene which are being held in a deacetylated state 

(repressed), essentially primed for post DII expression until the appropriate 

developmental age and cues. H3K4me2 trends ultimately lower at PDII relative to 8 dpf. 
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Once DII has ended a decrease in H3K4me2 (which represses acetylation in this case) 

would be necessary for the histone tail acetylation-related promotion of gene promoters 

and then the expression of genes necessary to continue post DII development.  The N-

terminal tails of histone proteins are positively charged due to their lysine rich nature 

(Timmermann et al. 2001). It is believed that DNA’s negative charge contributes 

towards the development of a close association with the positively charged histone tails 

(Timmermann et al. 2001). Acetylation of lysine residues upon histone tails is believed 

to neutralize this interaction resulting in a localized reduction of chromatin compaction 

and a weakened association between histone tails an DNA  (Rothbart et al. 2014) 

(Kretsovali et al. 2012). Additionally, nucleosome remodeling complexes associating 

with acetylated residues can serve to expose promoters hidden by nucleosomes. 

Removal of acetylated residues would then conceivably result in less accessible 

promoters and potentially less gene expression. Thus, similarly to yeast studies in 

H3K4me2 function, HDACs being recruited to chromatin via association with H3K4me3 

would serve to decrease gene expression. Indeed it has been reported in yeast that 

when Set 1, the enzyme responsible for methylation of H3K4, is experimentally 

perturbed a strong increase in acetylation at histones tails within close proximity of 

telomeres is observed (Kim et al. 2009). A. limnaeus data shows a marked reduction in 

H3K4me3 as embryos develop towards DII, enter DII and further decrease in H3K4me3 

levels even in post-DII despite a dramatic rise in the total number of cells. One 

interpretation of the data are that a loss of this modification which effectively acts to 

compact chromatin and reduce gene expression, would decrease as the embryo 

develops. Thus, a global reduction in H3K4me3 is associated, and potentially necessary 
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for embryos of A. limnaeus to successfully exit diapause and develop into free 

swimming larvae. It is interesting that H3K4me3 in the literature is mostly associated 

with transcriptional activation, but some literature suggest an association with 

suppression. This is not out of line with the general stance on histone methylation being 

that it is capable of either promoting expression or repressing it. A. limnaeus is an 

interesting system to really answer whether it promotes or prevents expression due to 

the likelihood that its DII trajectory developmental programming will have periods of 

active and repressed gene expression. In the context of diapause II gene expression is 

almost certainly decreased relative to early development and post-DII, a time when cell 

proliferation and organ development is occurring. H3K4me1/2/3 may mark genes 

uniquely required for diapause II continuity. Puzzlingly, levels of PDII H3K27me remain 

low even after forced breakage of DII when these embryos are now returning to active 

development. 

As of now there are still many modifications which have not been analyzed. 

Furthermore, newer post-translational modifications such as citrullination, lysine 

crotonylation, butyrylation and proline isomerization, to name a few, have been 

discovered (Tan et al. 2011). Although these compound exist at lower levels relative to 

the canonical histone modifications their presence suggests importance however the 

function of many remain unknown. It would be exciting to be able to characterize these 

changes relative to preDII and DII animals in A. limnaeus and high resolution MS opens 

up the possibility of discovering unique modifications as well. With these foundational 

methods that I have developed I am confident that someone else can pick up where I 

left off and easily apply these methods to character other histone methylations (H3K9, 
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H3K36, H3K56, H3K79, etc.) which may be more tightly correlated with diapause states. 

Furthermore this work provides a stepping off point for future research integrating ChIP 

once a fully annotated genome comes about. 

Altogether these data build a foundation for analysis of histone modification 

change and provides insight into the molecular changes associated with DII. I conclude 

that there are molecular differences between preDII and DII embryos that gene 

silencing likely does occur in DII embryos, possibly contributed to by the regulatory 

effects of histone modifications. The fact that the chromatin marks for active gene 

expression were significantly reduced in the postDII (4 days after DII) suggest that 

H3K4 and H3K27 methylation may contribute to maintenance of the DII trajectory. This 

work helps lay a foundation for chromatin analysis of vertebrate embryo diapause, an 

intriguing yet greatly understudied phenomenon. 

Temperature Shift Experiments 

The annual killifish A. limnaeus is capable of persisting in harsh unpredictable 

environments. The hardy nature of the species is principally owed to the adaptation to 

produce embryos capable of entering into two distinct developmental trajectories. 

Should the environment bring drought, resilient diapause trajectory embryos will persist 

in the sediment while the escape cohorts, along with adult killifish, will perish. If instead 

of drought the future brings inundation, escape trajectory will quickly develop to 

spawning age and begin the cycle anew. Even during an inundation scenario, diapause 

cohorts could persist in the sediment and either hatch out or persist until the end of 

inundation, through the arrival of drought and into the next rainy season. Thus, 
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regardless of what environments the future may bring, A. limnaeus is poised for survival 

and as a species is able to persist. 

The molecular mechanisms regulating embryonic development are well studied 

in many biological systems. Although it is known that environmental changes can 

impact the trajectory of vertebrate development, physiological traits and/or phenotypes 

that influence fitness of the population, the molecular mechanisms are not well 

understood. Furthermore, the mechanism(s) that regulate vertebrate embryonic arrest is 

not well understood. We do not know if the signal to arrest development is initiated by a 

single protein or a complex of proteins or perhaps some other macromolecules such as 

a lipid or nucleic acid. Annual killifish embryos present an ideal model system to study 

vertebrate embryonic diapause, in particular the DII arrest. The extent to which the 

environment influences DII arrest may in fact illuminate the mechanism(s) that regulate 

entry into DII arrest. 

Embryos of A. limnaeus raised at 25ºC enter into an endogenously induced DII 

arrest. In (Pri-Tal et al. 2011) conducted temperature shift experiments in which the 

embryos were raised at 30ºC from 1 dpf to a specific stage of development and then 

transferred back to 25ºC for one week at which time the embryos were examined for DII 

arrest or DII escape (Podrabsky et al. 2010). They found that 100% of the embryos 

escaped DII if they were shifted from 30ºC back to 25ºC at the 23-somite stage. 

Whereas if the embryos were shifted from 30ºC back to 25ºC at earlier stages of 

development the proportion of embryos that escaped DII arrest decreased. Here we 

found that 7 and 8 dpf embryos shifted to 30ºC for eight days and then shifted back to 

25ºC (as 15 and 16 dpf embryos, respectively) resulted in a very small proportion of 
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embryos that escaped DII arrest and instead the majority of embryos entered into DII 

arrest. Whereas, embryos that were shifted to 30ºC, at 11 and 12 dpf, for eight days and 

then shifted back to 25ºC resulted in higher proportion of embryos that escaped DII 

arrest. Together, our data further supports the finding that temperature influences the 

signal to enter into DII arrest or to escape DII arrest. It would appear that there is a 

critical window within embryonic development in which the cue(s) to arrest will be 

effective and that an increase in temperature will begin to suppress that DII arrest cue if 

the animal is exposed to 30ºC during the 16-19 dpf embryonic stage. It should also be 

noted that the arrest occurs and is observed while embryos are incubated in non-

stressful conditions (25ºC, normoxia) after exposure to 30ºC normoxia/hypoxia. Thus, 

the effect of the exposure is not observed until sometime after it ends. 

Embryos that were exposed to the temperature shift assay in normoxia or 

hypoxia were scored daily for the number of somites. In addition embryos were 

analyzed to determine overall developmental trajectory by looking at other 

characteristics such as appearance of eye pigment, red blood cells and heart rate. We 

scored embryos as DII arrest if the embryo did not developmentally progress (no somite 

increase), had a significantly reduced heart rate and lack of pigment. Embryos that were 

exposed to eight days of 30ºC as 11 and 12 dpf embryos (normoxia and hypoxia) had a 

proportion of embryos that entered into DII. These DII embryos did not have a 

significant difference in the average number of somite pairs the embryos had prior to 

arrest (Figure 26b). However, the embryos exposed to 30ºC as 7 dpf or 8 dpf embryos 

(normoxia or hypoxia) entered into DII arrest with a variable number of somite pairs 

(Figure 26b). Additionally, the 7 dpf embryos exposed to hypoxia entered into DII arrest 
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at an earlier developmental stage relative to the normoxic embryos (Figure 26a). These 

results can be interpreted in several ways. First, it is possible that environment will 

influence the signal to enter into DII arrest, that the signal to enter DII is flexible in terms 

of developmental stage onset and can be induced in animals prior to the 38-40 somite 

pair stage. While the literature temporally links diapause I to the approximate time of 

blastomere dispersion (Wourms 1972c), there is no such known developmental event or 

evidence which suggests that  diapause II could not occur earlier in development. 

Alternatively, it is possible that environment (increased temperature, hypoxia) can 

induce another signal, independent of the DII signal, to induce a developmental arrest. I 

hypothesize that the former interpretation is more plausible in the context of bet 

hedging. That is, the embryos are all entering into DII arrest, however the 

developmental stage in which they exit may be variable which could lead to a more 

diverse group of embryos within the population exposed to the stress. The ability to 

enter the most profound state of diapause earlier than what has been recorded 

previously, would only be enhanced by the added capacity to initiate it when it would 

most benefit survival; as a response to environmental conditions that have abruptly 

changed to be less conducive to survival. What do results tell us about idea of an 

endogenous cue/signal inducing DII? First, it is clear that the occurrence of arrest is 

impacted by temperature. The signal could be a cellular macromolecule that is 

differentially produced in response to, or degraded by, temperature. 

With a few exceptions, such as deep sea or cave dwelling animals, Earth’s 

organisms have evolved in the presence of oscillating periods of light and dark. As such 

internal mechanisms which regulate daily activities, from the simple evening activity 
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bursts in flies to the more complex sleep and wake cycles in mammals. These 

determinant internal rhythms are known as circadian clocks. Circadian clocks act as 

internal pacemakers and impart a survival advantage by allowing organisms to 

anticipate the environment before it arrives (Panda et al. 2002). In humans circadian 

clocks help to regulate melatonin, in response to decreased light levels, which has the 

effect of drowsiness (Challet 2015). In other organisms, such as D. melanogaster this 

internal clock allows organisms to tailor their behavior to specific times of the day when 

the environment would be most conducive to their activities (Majercak et al. 1999); 

because the clock is internal it allows the changes to occur prior to the onset of the 

environment changing. Rather than responding to the environment, the circadian clock 

in effect allows the organism to ‘predict’ it and be suited for it prior to its arrival. The 

molecular aspect of the circadian clock is complex and still being fully explored however 

it is known that there is a large genetic component. The general mechanism of circadian 

clocks is based upon negative feedback loops. There are periods where the gene 

products of circadian clocks, such as per and tim, are present in the cell at amounts 

sufficient to cause negative regulation of the genes resulting in their inhibition (Tyson et 

al. 1999). After inhibition occurs, the concentration levels required for inhibition to occur 

falls. Once again the genes are reactivated in the absence of their own negatively 

regulating gene products and begin to transcribe again, completing the cycle. 

In plants, mammals and insects such as Drosophila melanogaster, post-

transcriptional and transcriptional controls will be altered in response to changes in 

environmental cues (Bartok et al. 2013). In both plants and mammals a growing body of 

evidence points to post-transcriptional control being the primary effector and mediator of 
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environmental cues and molecular changes (Bartok et al. 2013). Molecular components 

of the circadian clock are under post-transcriptional control influenced via environmental 

cues that may be mediated through pre-mRNA splicing (Bartok et al. 2013) (Chen et al. 

2007) (Majercak et al. 1999). In Neurospora crassa, the red bread mold, it is known that 

temperature affects the splicing and therefor ratio of frequency isoforms (Diernfellner et 

al. 2007). The gene frequency is heavily implicated in the function of the circadian clock 

in N. crassa and the ratio of large (l) to small (s) frequency protein products are 

important for robust circadian rhythmicity. When the temperature is higher than normal a 

greater proportion of l-FRQ transcripts are made while the proportion of S-FRQ remain 

the same, making the amount of I-FRQ a function of temperature.  The translational of 

both S-and L-FRQ are also modulated by temperature. The transcripts of Frq contain 

upstream open reading frames (uORFs) which serve to trap and slow scanning 

ribosomes. Lower temperatures result in increased 40s ribosome recognition and 

translation of uORFS resulting in a lower translation rate of the main ORF (Diernfellner 

et al. 2007). At high temperatures the uORFs are made less effective due to their lack of 

Kozak sequences (Bartok et al. 2013), sequences which serve to promote translational, 

and as such results in temperature modulated sensitivity. In this system the effects of 

the circadian clock are modulating output of asexual spores and production of 

carotenoids; that are important for protection from UV (Luque et al. 2012). 

In Arabidopsis thaliana the circadian clock is also subject to temperature 

sensitive modulation of gene expression mediated through alternative splicing (Staiger 

et al. 2011). Alternative splicing is shown to be involved in the circadian clock 

associated 1 gene (CCA1) (Bieniawska et al. 2008). The CCA1α transcript includes a 
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Myb DNA-binding domain and a protein-protein interaction domain which provides the 

capacity to form a dimer and bind DNA. At higher temperatures however, a CCA1α 

isoform, CCA1β is made which replaces the Myb DNA-binding domain with a region of 

intron. CCA1β can now form dimers with CCA1α creating competitive inhibition of 

CCA1α homodimers. CCA1α-CCA1β dimers are however, functionally incompetent 

relative to CCA1α due to fewer Myb DNA-binding domains. Thus, at warmer 

temperatures the targets of CCA1α, which are involved in temperature compensation 

related to freeze tolerance, are less active. At lower temperatures CCA1α homodimers 

predominate and thus grant increase freeze protection. This alternative splicing as a 

result of temperature shifting is not unique A. thaliana, but is also found related species 

in Oryza sativa (Asian rice), Branchypodium distachyon (perennial grass) and Populus 

trichocarpa (North American timber tree). 

In the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, increases in average temperature during 

the day can cause a shift or delay in their temporal programmed burst of evening 

activity. For D. melanogaster avoidance of activity during the hot mid-day sun increases 

survival and mitigates risk, so having molecular changes being based upon 

environmental conditions contributes to increased fitness in the organism (Majercak et 

al. 1999). Daily cyclical accumulations of circadian rhythm related mRNA transcripts, 

per (period) and tim (timeless), occur during specific times of the day. Modulation of 

temperature can influence not only peak amounts of per & time but also when those 

peak accumulations occur (Cao et al. 2015). Per and tim genes are also modulated by 

exposure to light (Tyson et al. 1999)(Myers et al. 1995). In the absence of light per and 

tim proteins dimerize in the cytoplasm, then dissociate, only to be reintroduced into the 
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nucleus. At which points per effectively halts transcription of both per and tim. However, 

in the presence of light cryptochromes associate with per, preventing dimerization and 

ultimately act to degrade it. In this case per and tim continue to transcribe. Thus, both 

light and temperature affect the feedback loop mechanism of the circadian clock genes 

per and tim. At the molecular level, the shift in activity is partially related to a splicing 

change which occurs in the 3’ untranslated region of the per (period) gene. The exact 

nature of the mechanism is unknown but in response to low temperatures relatively 

more of the spliced variant of per (type B’) is produced, relative to the unspliced variant 

(Type A’) which predominates in warmer temperatures (Majercak et al. 1999). These 

small changes in mRNA splicing seem to underlie behavior changes influenced by D. 

melanogaster’s clock genes. 

Hormonal analysis indicates an interaction between the bypass trajectory and the 

estrogen hormone 17β-estradiol (E2) (Pri-Tal et al. 2011). When 6 dpf embryos were 

incubated in 5 µg/ml E2 the majority of embryos entered the bypass trajectory. 

Additionally, levels of Androstenedione (A4), a steroid precursor, was elevated in 

embryos exposed to 5 µg/ml E2. When hormone analysis was also conducted on 

embryos predicted to be on a bypass trajectory there was a correlation of higher levels 

of A4 relative to embryos on a diapause II trajectory.  Interestingly, there is evidence of 

interaction/overlap between E2 and period genes in mammals (rodents). In mammals 

the super chiasmatic nucleus (SCN) is the master clock of circadian rhythm but other 

cells may also express clock genes. (Nakamura et al. 2008) reports that estrogen 

modulating compounds, such as Raloxifene, can influence estrogen levels in rat uterus. 

Relatedly, antiestrogenic compounds also alter the fluctuating levels of estrogen in the 
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blood and may also affect the clock gene expression of non-SCN tissues via interaction 

through estrogen receptors (ERα) (Nakamura et al. 2008). 

I hypothesize based on what is known in related fields and these data that A. 

limnaeus may be transcribing and translating differential mRNA in a thermosensitive 

way.  This may be the compound effect of multiple environmental cues, which does not 

preclude light, however my focus here will be on temperature. Also I should be clear 

here that I do not assume to know for certain that the difference between A. limnaeus 

choosing a diapause II or bypass trajectory is based on circadian clocks but rather 

research related to circadian clocks are a good field to investigate to understand the 

underpinnings on how environment, molecular biology and phenotype all interact. There 

are many examples within the field of circadian rhythm biology which show connections 

between environment and genes. In A. limnaeus a similar mechanism relating to 

thermosensitive genome expression could explain the two disparate phenotypes we 

observe when embryos are raised at 25ºC vs 30ºC for diapause II and bypass trajectory 

embryos. Since A. limnaeus is still a system in development there are currently no 

molecular to assess this hypothesis in our hands. However, I feel confident that 

narrowing down assays to the critical windows described both here and in (Podrabsky 

et al. 2010) it is possible to clarify the nature of bypass trajectory in a mechanistic 

context. Future tools will need to be developed to differentiate between 25ºC and 30ºC 

expressed genes which will not be an easy task. For example, the nature of the 

temperature sensitive gene expression in Neurosporra crassa is very minute; high 

temperature results in integration of an extra intron into frequency transcripts. In A. 

thaliana, the normally functional homodimer which enhances low temperature freeze-
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tolerance is hindered by the production of semi-functional isoforms of CCA1α, which are 

only produced at higher temperature, and only vary from their functional counterpart by 

lack of a single DNA-binding domain. In D. melanogaster a similar scenario is at play 

with isoform variants of period genes being produced in lower temperatures. In A. 

limnaeus data suggests that externally introduced E2 results in a shift towards escaping 

the DII trajectory (Pri-Tal et al. 2011). That E2 manipulation has also been shown to 

affect circadian clock genes in the mammals (rodents) leads me to believe that there 

may be some overlapping mechanism which influences entry into bypass trajectory as a 

result of interactions between E2 and circadian clock genes. Interesting that in (Pri-Tal 

et al. 2011) there is mention that E2 is known to interact in a non-genomic fashion with 

MAPK. MAPK signaling cascades in zebrafish have been shown to be activated by light 

signals and the resulting cascade modulates expression of circadian clock genes 

z64Phr and zCry1a (Hirayama et al. 2009). zCry1a has multiple homologs in other 

systems; CRY1 in humans and Cry1 in mice. 

Given all these data it does seem conceivable, although the exact nature 

remains elusive, that temperature may be playing a large role in the alternative 

trajectories of A. limnaeus. It is difficult to say exactly how or whether temperature 

effects beget alterations in alternative mRNA splicing which begets hormonal changes 

or whether temperature affects hormonal changes resulting in alterations of mRNA 

splicing. Nonetheless, the evidence for alternative mRNA splicing being the culprit in 

alternative trajectories is compelling. 

 Detection of such minute molecular changes may be difficult to show at the level 

of the mechanism in A. limnaeus. However, the situation may not need to begin at such 
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a microscopic scale however, as there is already some evidence that A. limnaeus 

expresses isoforms of proteins relative to temperature exposure; such is the case with 

HSP 70 (Podrabsky et al. 2007). The molecular underpinnings of the generation of this 

HSP70 isoform are not known but that does not minimize the importance or nullify the 

existence of the finding. Thus, if carefully chosen, the targets of molecular change in 

relation to temperature change could be decided. However, careful consideration must 

be made to ensure they are highly conserved across species. A promising project would 

be to design a project that aims to tease apart the effects that light and/or temperature 

have on A. limnaeus in a meaningful way. I propose experiments which assay for 

molecular changes differentially across the two extremes, 20ºC and 30ºC while 

simultaneously assessing for constant dark or 14:10 LD cycles. Bimodal trajectory at 

25ºC can also be examined but initially may obfuscate the experiments due to the 

laborious nature of tracking adult age, sequestering embryos from differently aged pairs, 

and the development of careful controls to account of adult ages. Overlapping with 

exposure would be assays which investigate the presence of protein isoforms for 

regulatory genes. Investigating the interactions of E2 and circadian clock genes could 

be fruitful however, without highly conserved circadian clock genes it would be difficult 

to measure changes at the protein or mRNA level. Alternatively, it would be interesting 

to manipulate bypass trajectory with chemical modulators of hormones, such as  

Raloxafine, a known E2 antagonist (Nakamura et al. 2008). Additional alternative and 

highly conserved viable targets to study would be the estrogen receptor themselves, 

which may be different amongst bypass and DII trajectory embryos. It would appear, at 
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least between zebrafish and humans, that the estrogen response mechanism is well 

conserved (Lam et al. 2011). 
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This section is intended to serve as an additional record of methods attempted 

but not utilized. It is being included in effort to: 

1. Reduce redundant methods development within the field and provide an opportunity

for investigators to resume development of abandoned methods 

2. Provide validation data for methods (Chapter 2)

Should someone decide to pick up the work where I left off I wish them luck and 

sensitive substrates 

Microscopy Development 

Although immunostaining is a common technique that has been widely utilized in 

other systems, such as C. elegans, D. rerio and mammalian cell culture, when I began 

work on this system there were no published A. limnaeus articles which include 

immunostaining as an established method. Thus, in order to analyze cellular changes in 

A. limnaeus I developed a method for whole embryo immunohistochemistry. This 

method is advantageous because it allows for analysis of changes which that are 

occurring across the whole embryo rather than being restricted to isolated sections of 

tissue, as is the case with sectioning based methods. 

Development of microscopy was the first assay I developed for A. limnaeus. 

However, initial methodology testing and microscopy experiments were first performed 

in Fundulus heteroclitus. It was determined very early on that the foundational method 

for microscopy would be an adaptation of a protocol used to stain nuclei in 

dechorionated zebrafish (Padilla et al. 2001). 

This adapted method would require the use of forceps to forcibly remove the 

chorions of embryos prior to fixation and subsequent exposure to antibodies. Ideal 
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amounts of 1o and 2o antibody were determined by starting with recommendations from 

product sheets and adjusted as appropriate. Length of fixation time with 4% 

paraformaldehyde was determined through trial and error, however very little of these 

data were retained. It was ultimately determined for F. heteroclitus that Triton-X100 was 

a critical component for blocking buffer and removed much of the autofluoresence that 

were present in the initial images. I suspect the effect of Triton-X100, which substituted 

Tween-20 to better permeabilize tissues, on autofluorescence may simply be that as a 

harsh detergent it promotes the loss of autofluorescent material found in cytoplasm of 

cells. Thus, as Triton-X100 permeated the plasma membrane the level of 

autofluoresence decreased. 

Some of the first microscopy assays in F. heteroclitus were to stain with anti-

histone H3, Phosphorylated Serine 10 (anti-PhosH3Ser10) to detect mitotic nuclei. Later 

other antibodies such as anti-neuroglobin and HSP70 were used in comparative 

physiology assays between F. heteroclitus and zebrafish. An example of the initial 

microscopy experiments can be seen in Figure A1. Broad chevrons of anti-neuroglobin 

signal were detected from the mid-section of the embryo to the caudal fin (N). 

Additionally, nuclei containing phosphorylated serine10 on histone 3, which is a marker 

for mitosis, are visible in green (M). Microscopy was conducted to determine the optimal 

stage to assay for neuroglobin detection and results showed that older embryos 

possess tissue that is difficult to permeate even with TritonX-100 treatment. Ideal 

microscopy age is <6 dpf. 
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By the end of my time with F. heteroclitus and D. rerio the protocol for 

immunostaining was robust in my hands. Below are just some of the many images 

taken which likely will not see publication but were critical in the development of a 

microscopy protocol ultimately used for A. limnaeus microscopy. I feel these images are 

important for the development of A. limnaeus as a model system and may shorten the 

learning curve for anyone who stumbles upon my humble dissertation. 

Figure A.1 Chronological development stains of dechorionated F. heteroclitus embryos 
with focus on caudal fin or region distal from it in the anterior direction. Blue channel 
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represents DAPI stained DNA, red channel represents anti-neuroglobin and green 
represents anti-PhosH3Ser10 antibody. A) 2-3 dpf embryo showing midsection just 
above caudal fin (offscreen, right). B) 5-6 dpf embryo showing region just above caudal 
fin in the anterior direction. C) 4-5 dpf embryo showing caudal fin. The midsection and 
head of animal are excluded in this image due to the power of magnification (63X). D) 7-
8 dpf embryo showing midsection just above caudal fin. Scale bar = 50 µm. 

For A. limnaeus, little modification to the protocol was required from the F. 

heteroclitus protocol and only small reagent saving steps were used such as adding 

DNA staining Hoechst, to tissues already incubating in 2o antibody rather than removing 

all 2o media, then doing a completely separate stain in Hoechst with an accompanying 

3X rinse. Combing staining of 2o antibody incubation and Hoechst reduces the total 

number of steps, reagents and staining containers (petri dishes or centrifuge tubes). 

Note that while centrifuge tubes are suitable for either fixation or antibody incubation 

ultimately I found that small (35 mm) petri dishes consistently exhibit a superior finish in 

their construction. Any small extrusions of plastic within the lid or base of centrifuge 

tubes may snag embryo tissues irreversibly. Due to time constraints I also investigated 

the possibility of imaging a sample two weeks after putting tissue on a microscope slide. 

Even unsealed, as long as the tissue is kept moist and at 4ºC, samples can be imaged 

up to two weeks post-staining and retain clear sharp signal. Failure to maintain moisture 

and allowing samples to dry results in tissues looking “crystalized” (Figure A.2) and 

signal becomes distorted beyond recognition. Using Vector Labs Vectashield mounting 

media (not “Hardset” product) or Prolong gold prevents tissue desiccation from 

occurring. 
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Figure A.2 Dechorionated embryos of A. limnaeus showing the effects of tissue 
dehydration after being mounted to slide. A,B,C) Hoechst, PhosH3Ser10 and nuclear 
pore signal, respectively, showing lack of distinct nuclei or clarity of signal. D) Merged 
image. Scale bar = 50 µm. 

To determine optimal fixation time a series of fixative times were chosen at 10, 

15, or 20 minutes, 1 hour and overnight. What I found was that sufficient staining can 

occur in a dechorionated embryo in as little as 15-20 minutes while 10 minutes was too 

little as evidence by incomplete 414 staining (anti-nuclear pore) depending on the 

region being stained (tissue thickness). At one hour staining efficacy is fine however in a 

dechorionated embryo, removal of all the extra embryonic yolk tissues, which occurs 
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post fixation, which surrounds the yolk are very difficult to remove with forces. These 

tissues will tend to obscure observation during microscopy so their removal is 

paramount. Overnight fixation embryos also look fine as far as signal is concerned but a 

fine dissection with forceps is difficult. I did not experience what I would refer to as 

overfixing resulting in obscurement of antibody epitopes, even with the overnight fixed 

embryos. I therefore reasoned that 20 minutes is an optimal time with regards to both 

the ease of manual dissection with forceps, signal intensity and lack of excessive 

background staining. 

In addition to length of fixation using 4% paraformaldehyde other fixatives were 

also attempted such as acetone-methanol and Bouin’s fixatives however were not found 

to be an improvement upon the 4% paraformaldehyde method. 

Microscopy of Embryos Within Chorion 

I attempted, very briefly, to perform microscopy on embryos which still reside 

within the chorion but was not able to obtain images which I felt were more informative 

than those obtained from dechorionated embryos. The intact chorion staining protocol 

was unchanged from the dechorionated staining protocol except for an increase in 

TritonX-100 (to 2.5%) and an increase in 2o antibody/Hoechst incubation that was 

performed overnight rather than 45 minutes as with dechorionated embryos. The goal 

was to add the capacity to stain tissues of the yolk membrane or yolk/lipid related 

proteins. While I was able to view distinct nuclei, even mitotic nuclei, it was difficult to 

focus beyond the chorion with a few exceptions unless tediously manipulating exposure 

times. Furthermore, with the goal of viewing whole embryos within chorion it was quite 
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common accidentally puncture or “deflate” the chorion release its contents and would in 

the end be the same as the dechorionated results. Ultimately I opted to continue with 

dechorionated embryos and abandon this method. 

Figure A.3 A representative image of an 18 dpf undechorionated embryos imaged 

through their chorion on an epifluorescent Zeiss Axioskope II. In blue a few Hoechst 

33342 stained nuclei are visible while a single early mitosis cell (anti-PhosH3Ser10) is 

visible in green. Scale bar = 50 µm. 

ELISA to Quantify Changes in Histone Modification Across Developmental Stages 

The majority of literature that assesses histone modifications utilized assays 

principally based on mass spectrometry analysis. This is a method that our lab does not 

have expertise in and is quite expensive. To accomplish the aim of assessing molecular 

changes in A. limnaeus chromatin I had to develop other methods. While microscopy 

was quite successful it was difficult to quantitate and the number of embryos analyzed 
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at any one time was low. Below is my brief reflection on the methods whether they were 

ultimately successful or not, and validation data. 

Nu-ELISA Failure Analysis 

In the engineering fields, a great deal of energy is spent on failure analysis. I feel 

biology could greatly benefit from the same concept. While I could not rescue the time 

and effort spent on developing Nu-ELISA (Nucleosome ELISA) for A. limnaeus I still 

managed to take away a great deal of knowledge from the experiences by conducting 

my own failure analysis. I believe that knowledge provided a critical contribution to my 

eventual success with a different method for histone purification, acid extraction. 

The Nu-ELISA technique was supposed to be my way out of low n number 

microscopy and would ultimately lead to more quantifiable data that could be analyzed 

with statistics; that’s all I was really after. I don’t look upon with regret however because 

the techniques I learned at the bench ultimately lead me to think about reagents, 

controls and statistics in a different way. I had always appreciated the macro effect of 

pH, too low or too high, kills biological organisms, but in terms of biochemical reactions 

within a test tube it isn’t something that in general our lab considers. Most experiments 

in C. elegans can be conducted with either pre-made solutions in kits and cleverly 

designed experiments can almost entirely escape the use of molecular biology 

altogether. 

Necessity of Sucrose Purification 

Initially, due to other related publications on Nu-ELISA and general nuclei 

isolation publications, all attempted nucleosome isolations incorporated a nuclei 
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purification step. This required that cellular homogenate was layered on to a 30% 

sucrose cushion and then centrifuged at high speed at 4ºC to allow the dense nuclei to 

pellet through the sucrose to be collected. The rationale behind this step was to help 

shear off organelles that may remain attached to the nucleus after homogenization, 

such as endoplasmic reticulum, as this may inhibit micrococcal nuclease entry into the 

nuclei. With microscopy (data not shown) nuclei stained with DAPI were detected from 

purified samples however after digestion with chromatin no bands were visible in 

agarose/PAGE gels. 

When the sucrose purification step was later removed, the quantity of DNA via 

nanodrop detection (table 1) was well beyond the lower limit of detection of ethidium 

bromide (0.5 to 5.0 ng/band). Due to the Nanodrop being able to detect degraded DNA 

in addition to single stranded or double strand DNA, PAGE gels were run in addition to 

nanodrop assays to ascertain the quality of samples rather than solely quantity. After 

removal of sucrose bands were immediately visible at greater intensity in all samples 

(Figure A.4). I conclude that while the purification step may be necessary for some 

applications it was a tremendous hindrance rather than asset most likely due to non-

uniform nuclei size and densities within embryos of A. limnaeus in early development. 

This may not have been an issue had more embryos been available to homogenize 

(1000 embryos rather than 100) however this was not the case. Another option would 

have been to use an ultra-centrifuge capable of 100,000 X g speeds however one was 

not available to us. 
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Effect of pH on Biochemical Reactions 

One key step of Nu-ELISA relies upon the reaction of MNase, in concert with 1-5 

mM Ca2+ and a pH of 7-10, to efficiently digest chromatin. When I first began this 

digestion I never considered that these conditions are not a recommendation but a 

requirement. The initial digestions would unsuccessful as determined by electrophoresis 

as no bands were visible in the lanes which had sample loaded. A review on 

biochemistry protocols turned up a fact that I had never heard mentioned, actual diH2O 

will likely give unreliable readings due to the lack of ions in it. Consequently the pH of all 

further solutions was determined at the time of dissolution and once again prior to use. 

With properly made solutions all subsequent qualitative analysis of Nu-ELISA digestions 

displayed appropriate bands at the approximate correct size of 146 bp. 

Despite all solutions now being made to the correct pH and the presence of clear 

bands appear in agarose gels I was still unable to get positive signal above background 

in actual microplate wells. As a result of this samples were run in agarose gel once 

more to determine if samples were degraded despite being stored at -80ºC for several 

weeks. Curiously this time none of my samples resulted in DNA bands despite that I 

was using a protocol identical to the previous electrophoresis run. I realized that while 

some MNase suppliers provide only micrococcal nuclease in their product while others 

such as New England Biolabs provide blocking solutions along with their nuclease. This 

fact combined with the realization that my sample post-digestion is quite close to the 

same pH of the passive coating buffer led me a new hypothesis. I hypothesized that my 

end product after digestion was actually binding to the walls of the centrifuge tube either 

while it sat on ice thawing (after being removed from -80ºC long term storage) or maybe 
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to some degree at -80ºC. Thus, my conclusion was that every time I removed a sample, 

aliquot or not, I was actually allowing it absorb to the tube walls during the time it 

thawed. After switching over to a different product by New England Biolabs that 

included a 100X BSA blocking buffer I noticed an increase in the DNA band intensity of 

subsequent chromatin digestions. However, this did not prove to be the missing 

component to getting successful ELISAs. Ultimately, with seemingly no options or 

parameters to modify, the method was abandoned. 

NU-ELISA methods 

Embryos chosen for Nu-ELISA are first bleached 5 for minutes with 0.03% 

hypochlorite at room temperature followed by several rinses in DI water. Any solution 

that makes contact with embryos or their lysate are kept on ice and have Roche mini-

Complete protease inhibitors (#88666) added to them as well as 10 mM DTT (Sigma 

Aldrich 150460) and 10 mM sodium butyrate (Acros Organics AC263190050). Embryos 

are then collected into a centrifuge tube and washed with 0.5 ml 2% Igepal CA-630 and 

briefly vortexed to remove chorionic debris. At this point embryos are transferred to a 10 

ml dounce homogenizer on ice and allowed to incubate for 5 minutes. Lysis buffer A 

(modified RIPA buffer) is then added to embryos at 1 ml per 200 embryos and embryos 

are dounced 20X while on ice. Contents are then poured through filter material into a 

1.5 ml centrifuge tube and then put to ice. Embryo lysate is then spun at 600 X g in a 

4ºC centrifuge to pellet cell nuclei. Supernatant is then removed and discarded but 

optionally can be saved to analyze cytoplasmic components. Nuclei pellet is 

resuspended in lysis buffer B (identical to lysis buffer A but without detergent). The 
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resuspended nuclei are then poured onto a 30% sucrose column and spun at 2400 X g 

to further purify nuclei. The sucrose cushion is then removed and the pellet is once 

again resuspended in lysis buffer B and added to a small centrifuge tube. The 

resuspended nuclei are then transferred to a water bath at 37ºC. After 5 minutes, 2 µl of 

Thermo Fisher micrococcal nuclease (#EN0181) is added and allowed to incubate for 

15 minutes with frequent mixing. Later a change was made to New England Biotech 

(#M0247S) digestion is halted by the addition of 0.5M EGTA and moved to ice. All tubes 

are spun at 3000 X g and the supernatant is collected and stored. Pelleted nuclei are 

resuspended in 0.2 mM EGTA and put to 4ºC for further nucleosome extraction. This 

hypotonic extraction can be repeated to maximize nucleosome quantity. 

Nucleosome isolates can be bound to Santa Cruz ELISA plates (sc-204463) using 

passive adsorption with a buffer at pH 9.6. After overnight incubation, contents of wells 

are poured out and plates are washed 3 times with a 1 minute incubation in between 

washes. 

Plates are then probed with a primary antibodies overnight at 4ºC followed by 

another 3X wash step. Secondary antibodies are then incubated for 1 hour at RT 

followed another 3X wash step. Plates are then allowed to incubate at a fixed time in 

Thermo Fisher Turbo TMB (#34022). During development, care is taken to ensure that 

all rows of wells are given identical incubation times as to not artificially inflate OD 

values. Plates are read by Synergy H4 plate reader with absorbance set to 350 nm and 

the data are analyzed in Excel. 
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SDS PAGE of Nu-ELISA 

To qualitatively analyze Nu-ELISA, acid extracted and whole embryo lysate 

samples SDS PAGE gels were routinely applied. Gels were prepared with 4% stacking 

gels (6.1 ml diH2O, 1.3 ml 30% polybisacrylamide, 2.5 ml 0.5M Tris, 0.1 ml 10% SDS, 5 

µl TEMED, 50 µl 10% ammonium persulfate) atop a 12% resolving gel (3.4 ml diH2O, 

4.0 ml 30% polybisacrylamide, 2.5 ml 1.5 M Tris, 0.1 ml 10% SDS, 5 µl TEMED, 50 µl 

10% APS). Samples were diluted with 6X DNA loading dye prior to being loaded and 

run for 1 hour at 100 volts at RT. 

Figure A.4 PAGE of Nu-ELISA samples. Approximate size of samples is 150 bp which 
correlates with known nucleosome size. 
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Table A.1 Values from Thermo Fisher Nanodrop. Samples used to generate these data 
were loaded in PAGE DNA gels (Figure A.4) and ultimately used for ELISA 

(unsuccessful, data not shown).  

# Sample 

DNA 

Concentration 

(µg/ml) 260/280 nm 260/230 nm 260  nm 280 nm 

1 blank 1 1.76 0.78 0.02 0.011 

2 8 dpf 7.6 1.56 0.23 0.152 0.098 

3 12 dpf 8.5 1.87 0.21 0.17 0.091 

5 16 dpf 45.8 2.28 0.14 0.915 0.402 

6 20 dpf 10.4 1.54 0.3 0.208 0.135 

7 24 dpf 14.3 1.82 0.25 0.286 0.157 

8 28 dpf 20.9 1.65 0.19 0.419 0.254 

9 32 dpf 21.4 1.65 0.31 0.428 0.259 

Modification and Combination of Multiple Protocols to Produce A. limnaeus Acid 

Extracted Histones 

At the time of this technique’s development the majority of histone modification 

publication analyzed changes in histone modifications by mass spectrometry analysis. 

Unfortunately, this is a method that our lab does not have expertise in and the 

procedure is quite expensive. To accomplish the aim of assessing molecular changes in 

A. limnaeus I had to develop other methods. Due to the relative low cost and the 
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potential for post-graduate school application I chose to investigate whether non-kit 

based ELISA would be feasible. 

Histone modification assessment in A. limnaeus was challenging. The chorion 

itself presents a barrier to developing straight-forward protocols as homogenizing the 

chorion without removal from the cellular lysate presents downstream problems. For 

example, failure to remove the chorion will contribute to the formation of an insoluble 

histone pellet that cannot be dissolved in subsequent steps with ddH2O. Additionally the 

chorionic filaments pose a challenge as they attract waste, glass beads, and bits of 

filtration carbon from the water column. These extracellular contaminants are difficult to 

remove and necessitate the careful scrutiny of the bench scientist prior to execution of 

homogenization steps. Even after removal of contaminated embryos via forceps steps 

such as vortexing in 2% Tween-20 aid in the removal of chorionic debris. Despite all the 

precautions the chorions themselves must be removed from cellular lysate. This done 

with a pipette pushed to the bottom of a centrifuge tube. Only after removal of lysate 

and separation from chorions can the processing of the lysate begin. 

To develop a protocol optimized for the physiology of the embryos of A. limnaeus 

every step present in published protocols, which I adapted my protocol from, had to be 

evaluated. Since a great deal of the histone modification literature involves analysis in 

human cell culture or mammalian tissues many mammalian-centric steps could be 

removed, for example steps dealing with trypsinizing of cells or addition of cell culture 

specific media to certain steps. Furthermore retaining all possible histone modifications 

was of the utmost importance. Every constituent of every buffer was evaluated to 

determine whether it would strip modifications from the genome. This meant no harsh 
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detergents of high concentrations or any steps not already present in publications 

regarding histone modification analysis could be included in my protocol. One protocol 

which aimed to detect new chromatin modifications of T. gondii was very useful in 

vetting the appropriate, as well as necessary, protease inhibitors for optimal retention of 

modifications (Nardelli et al. 2013). With a foundational protocol designed to not perturb 

histone modifications, combined with a well cited high profile publication on histone 

purification (Shechter et al. 2007), and experiences with nucleosome extraction (Nu-

ELISA) a comprehensive protocol was assembled to isolate and purify histone proteins 

along with their constituent modifications. 

SDS-PAGE and western blotting eventually showed positive results from the 

isolation, giving distinct bands in PAGE (Figure 17) with positive antibody signal in the 

blot. Ultimately however only analysis with ELISAs using histone modification antibody 

would determine if the histones made it into wells with their modifications still attached 
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(they did). A quick microplate 2X serial dilution assay (Table A.5) was used to determine 

if histone H3 could be detected within microplates wells as well as to determine the 

minimal amount of sample which could be successfully detected by the assay. 

Figure A.5 15% SDS PAGE validating protein (histone) purification. 

Table A.5 Data shows positive detection decreasingly linearly until approximately 1500-
3000X dilution. Beyond 3000X dilution values no longer decrease. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Sample 

row 1 
1624858 881669 749614 457734 204670 103006 70142 40465 221659 26676 27457 40124 

Dilution 

factor 
15 30 60 120 240 480 960 1920 3840 7680 15360 30720 

Sample 

row 2 
1752310 1613488 1207982 923407 713351 56465 371112 190856 98887 48488 27032 35045 

Dilution 

factor 
3 6 12 24 48 96 192 384 768 1536 3072 6144 

SDS PAGE of whole embryo lysate 

To validate a successful extraction of proteins SDS PAGE of whole embryo 

lysate isolated with a non-histone enrichment method were run similarly to acid 

extracted samples however carbohydrates had to first be degraded with acetone to 

remove carbohydrates or sample migration was severely affected and caused gel 

overheating, warping and failure (data not shown). For protein purification and 

carbohydrate digestion 5 µl and 10 µl of lysate were added to 100 µl acetone and stored 

at -20ºC for overnight protein precipitation. Samples were then spun down for 30 
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minutes in a 4ºC centrifuge at 3200 X g and supernatant was decanted. The remaining 

pellet was allowed to dry overnight in -20ºC to allow acetone evaporation. Pellet was 

resolubilized in 100 µl of resuspension buffer (ddH2O with Trizma base and tris HCl at 

pH 8.0), combined with equal volume 2X Laemmli Sample Buffer buffer and boiled for 5 

minutes. Samples and prestained ladder (NEB #7709V) were loaded into a 12% 

resolving gel with 4% stacking gel and run at 190 V until dye front migrated to within 1 

cm of gel edge. To determine a sufficient amount of sample to load for later microplate 

assessment samples were loaded in duplicate with 5 µl & 10 µl. Gels were stained with 

Coomassie stain, then destained, to assess whether a successful protein extraction was 

executed as well as to determine what range of proteins were isolated (Figure A6). 
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Figure A.6 SDS-PAGE demonstrates that whole embryo protein extraction method is 
successful in isolating proteins of every size with high quantity (thick bands) even in 8 
dpf embryos. 
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